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I history of the Institution, which

One hundred members of R ock-, powered motor car onto the highland High School pooled their way and drive it better than can
j talents Sunday afternoon and over their fathers and motners.
the four Maine radio stations gavej We believe this program is well
to the world a broadcast which vzorth while; so much so it will be
was able to secure as Its new presiwas highly creditable to the pupils continued this year and we hope
•» dent, William T. White, a promito those who directed the entertain-1 for many years to come. We feel
•••
Persons o ften increase In size •ment and to Harrison C. Lyseth of (that through our schools we arei
- at the expense of their brains. — j n e n t retired business man, who Will
the State Department of Education.' making a real contribution to the
»
—S w ift
g ive tCT jjis n e w o f fiCe t h e benefit
At
the conclusion of the program final elimination of perhaps the
H♦ * * ♦ ♦ ♦
* ... ♦ ♦ * i Of exceptional ability and energy.
Mr. Lyseth paid a high compliment; greatest hazard to human life toThe other officers are;
to the directors of the entertain- cay. And in order th a t our camVice PresidenU-Rev. James A.
ment.
paign of education may be broadi
Every seat in the auditorum was ened in its scope, we of Rockland,
Flynn.
taken, and to most of those present urge all other cities and towns in
| Secretary—Milton M Griffin.
it was a revealation of how broad- j Maine to give serious consideration
Connecticut
Treasurer—Joseph Emery.
casting is done. The placard "ap- j to the adoption of a similar proA
re
B
eing
Sought
B
y
C
om

Illinois
Directors—H. P. Blodgett. M. M.
plause" was quite superfluous a s ' gram, to the end th a t we may
m issioner G reenleaf T o
Maine
Griffin. Ensign Otis, W. J. Sullivan,
the applause came heartily and really make State of Maine HlghMassachusetts
B enefit Fish Industry
' M. B. Berry and William Sansom.
spontaneously and it may be added ways, highways of safety,
Michigan
was richly deserved.
|
• » * •
The report of Ellen C. Daly, suMississippi
Details, of a plan for collecting The program was calculated to
Occupying
a
conspicuous place
! perintenednt of the Hospital, shows
New Hampihire
Maine fishery statistics to be avail demonstrate the school-talent in
^he
program
was Felice Perry,
New York
that &70 patients were admitted
both
instrumental
and
vocal
music
W
ho
was
described
by the announcer
able
very
month
was
announced
by
Pennsylvania
last year, as compared wih 966
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis The former found splendid expres- as "prominent In dramatics, a semiRhode Island
the preceding year. Types of pa
South Carolina
sioner Arthur R. Greenleaf, today. sion in the band instructed a n d , flna]Lst m the Spear prize speaking
tients were distributed thus: Sur
directed by George A. Law. one of COntest in August and a good repNew Brunswick license plate gical, 451; ear, eye, nose and He said that the U. S Bureau of
the ablest musicians in this sec- resentative of the school,
was recently spotted by David Hyler. throat W1. medical 186; obstet. Fi heries would co-operate with his tion of the State. The band selectruly educated person." said
rics, 91; births 81. Out of county Department in this work which will tion was “In Line of March '. The the speaker, "is one who has a broad
FAIR ON LABOR DAY
patients admitted were 108, and start Monday.
orchestra was directed by Mrs. Es- outlook. who is tolerant of another's
The officers"^ ? the Hancock
of 8U te patlents admltted were
Trained men will establish con ther Rogers, the city s efficient su- pOmt of view, who looks for the
pervisor of music. The excellently j beauties of life instead of the ugliCounty Agricultural Society held The maximum number of paients tacts with all fishermen, dealers, rendered selections were “Echoes ness who' is eager to acquire new
their annual meeting Saturday. It On any one day was 49. and the canners and shippers and get up From Grand Opera.'
knowledge, and who lives by the
was voted to hold the fair over minimum number was 20. The to the minute reports on all catches
The selections by the two glee oolden Rule. If we would think
Labor Day as usual. There will be number .of surgical operations was and movements of fish and fish cluhs were: <Girls) “The Green more of being fair, honest, true.
Cathedral " (Boysi. “In the North- ’and klnd than we do of getting
a card of eight races with 5300 800 and the number of days treat- ! products. As a result of this care
ment furnished was 11.902.
ful, systematic check Maine w llliland: (combinedi "The Spirit of facts we WOuld stand a better
purses for each race, omitting entryDuring the year there were 1320 know just how it stands at all times St. Louis . The Girls Glee Club was chance of becoming educated in
fees As Hancock County boasts paid accounts, and Dec 21 there in the fish business, according to directed by Mrs Rogers and the the finest sense of the word.
Boys Glee Club by Albert McCarty. We do not have to go to school
some fine teams of draft horses. It were 310 open accounts. Unpaid ac Oreenleaf.
• • • •
was voted to hold team-pulling con counts totalled $10,703.
to be educated.
Schoolhouses, i
The plan for monthly reports
tests. purses to be announced later.
The city's greetings were extend teachers, books and examinations
The per capita cost of patients developed by the Federal Bureau
Several improvements are being) care was $4 89; 17 cents per day- is a new one and Maine is the first ed by Mayor Edward R. Veazie, who are only a part of getting an educa
planned and everything possible less than the preceding year. Sta- state to adopt it, officials told devoted most of his excellent talk tion. We can best know the mean-1
will be done to make the 1939 fair 1listics from the State Bureau o f ' Greenleaf.
to an important branch of Highj ing of education by studying those
the best possible.
!Social Welfare show the Knox
At present the Department ob School activities. Mayor Veazie said: people who seem most worthwhile.
May I express the appreciation of They have learned to be kind, to
County General Hospital to be the tains figures on the lobster catch
second lowest per capita of its type only, this being done through the citizens of Rockiajid. for th e 1be open-minded. They try to be
in the State.
blanks that fishermen are required opportunity afforded our school to fair. They do their duty in com"We have been fortunate during; to fill out when obtaining licenses. participate again, in this series of I munity affairs, -and are honest in
the year." says Miss Daly, “in hav No check is made on clams, scal radio programs, "Maine Schools on i dealing with their fellow citizens,
ing become a beneficiary of the lops. groundflsh. mackerel and other the Air" I t seems to me, the | "Education Is a life-long process
Maine Teachers' Association is do- of learning how to live, and if we
Bir.gham Foundation which organ species.
Greenleaf said that he considered i in8 a splendid work in offering these j try to learn how to live better each
ization has contributed toward the
salary of both the laboratory and | the move essential for correct ad- broadcasts, for In no other way can new year of our lives, we will be
X-ray department. Also weekly ministration of his department and the people of our state have brought come better educated.
If I were to give my fellow-school
consultation and advice from a predicted that many corrective mea- home to them, how much our
visiting roentgenologist.
' sures could be taken as soon as schools are accomplishing in mu mates two words of advice, they,
"We have felt the stress of tim es, definite trends could be shown by sic. public speaking and related sub would be these—"Be yourself." Do
jects.
not try to be something you are
in the non-payment of our divid- j the statistics,
ends, more than one half of thej One important purpose will be to This afternoon we offer you cur not. Simplicity, honesty, earnest-'
amount thus obtained was not r e - ’ show the Federal government the band, glee clubs and our speakers, ness. and a sense of humor a r e '
ceived.
unfairness of its trade treaties with but here in Rockland we have solid foundation stones for the in-j
"Due to a shortage of students., Canada, he said. He stated that another course of study in which dividual lives we are building.
it has been necessary to employ statements emanating from Wash- we take great pride, both because of
graduates for floor duty. This h as.' ington regarding the cateh of fish the results attained since its adop
ol course, increased our financial were incorrect and that a nation- tion a year ago and because our
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The time has come when we may will well be worth the price of ad
well ask ourselves, "What can we mission. a feature sound film ‘Girl
do to help prevent this mounting of the Ozark" will be shown in the
toll of automobile casualties?"
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N
N
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They know what causes accidents will make a two-hour program.
and how to prevent them. They The doors will open to the public
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every way to take a modern high year the leaders spend a weekend
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Spying A uto P lates

the Ladies Auxiliary. They have
provided most of the linen used
during the year which is not comparable to the fine spirit shown in
their contact.
"To the nurses and personnel I
am grateful for the splendid cooperation; of 'the Mediqal Staff
may I say the service rendered the
patients has been of the highest
quality, deserving of our sincere
thanks and appreciation.'
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[E D IT O R IA L ]
The Jackson Day dinners throughout the country Satur
day night let forth a flood of oratory, as was perfectly feasible
and proper, and the shrewdest Democrat of them all. Franklin
D. Roosevelt, made it quite plain that the recalcitrant members
of that party would have to play ball on his team, or the Re
publican party would win the next Presidential election. A
plain enough statement, but there are many "recalcitrants"
who see the other way around. Roosevelt must drop some of
his weird dictatorial policies or the fat will be in the fire.
There may be some common ground on which the two bitter
factions may unite, but whether they do or don't the Repub
lican leaders will go right ahead with their most important
task of injecting new blood into what for several years has
been a dormant organization, and in this they are vastly en
couraged by the result of the fall elections. Anyhow the
rejuvenated G.O.P. will be a party into which the recalci
trants can enlist without dishonor to real Democracy, and
for the good of the country at large.

j “ The Black Cat”
I

MR. DUBORD'S EFFRONTERY
Choice humor lay in the Jackson Day speech of F. Harold
Dubord, Democratic National Committeeman from Maine,
when he told State Democrats in Portland Saturday night
that “G.O.P. return would be disaster," and when he sought
to ridicule Congressman Brewster. Persistently rejected by
the voters of his District and his State—swamped in the last
election—this flambuqyant Waterville politician is scarcely
in a position to pose as an oracle ,or give anybody advice.

DICTATORS UNPOPULAR
The word dictator is so unpopular nowadays th a t the
Loyal Order of Moose is about to reject it, and seek a new
name for its governing officers. There are still many per
sons who like to feel that they are a part of the government
and who certainly pay enough for the privilege.

TO AMELIA EARHART
Down in Miami. Florida, they have memorialized the
nation's most famous woman flyer by erecting a monument
to Amelia Earhart. who took off from the Florida metropolis
on the glebe-girdling flight in which she was lost at sea in
1937. A few years ago Rockland had a glimpse at this famous
flyer and was impressed with her sterling ability, which came
so soon to a tragic close. The dedication of the monument
leatured the eleventh annual All-American Air Maneuvers
in Miami.
0----------0---------- 0
DRV CHRISTMAS TREES
The daily newspapers the past week have cited numerous
tragedies resulting from the communication of fire to dry
Christmas trees. One cannot fall to marvel at such costly
carelessness which we see every winter. The Christmas tree
is a part of our community life—as indispensable as any social
feature we have—but it was not intended for the sacrifice
of life.
0----------0-----------o
CALLS IT “WAR HYSTERIA"
Representative Hamilton Fish of New York, ranking Re
publican member of the House Foreign Affairs committee,
charges the administration with creating “war hysteria," and
called President Roosevelt's recent message as "inflammatory
and provocative." "All the totalitarian nations referred to
by President Roosevelt are and will be for many years seri
ously involved in ther own immediate spheres and haven’t the
faintest thought of making war on us or invading Latin
America." Mr Fish said. Mr Fish, with his broad knowledge
of international affairs may be quite right, but the kind of
pussy-foot diplomacy which Is being exercised by some Euro
pean nations would seem Io have a tendency to encourage
rather than curb dictatorial ambition. We confess to con
flicting emotions on the subject. We deplore the enormous
outlay which is contemplated, and any measure which might
seem to invite war. but protection Is sometimes defined as the
best insurance .and we certainly wouldn't want to get caught
napping if invaders flew in over the sea. We laughed at the
idea of Oerman U-boats crossing the Atlantic ocean in the
World War. but they came and sank six sailing vessels, half
of which were built in Knox County yards.

FERNALD AS A LOBBYIST
Every session of Legislature has its lobbyists—"legislative
agents"—they call them now, for the sake of politeness, and
ex-Senator Roy L. Pemald of Winterport seeks to be one of
them “to effectuate his own candidacy for the Republican
nomination for Governor in 1940." Deputy Secretary of State
Foss said he should return the document to Fernald as he knew
of no legislative authority which allowed him to accept such
a document. The Courier-Gazette holds no brief for Roy
Fernald. and was frankly opposed to his idea of running
against Gov. Barrows, when the latter was seeking his second
term, but the Winterport man was honest enough to say what
he wanted, and he might just as well do his buttonholing in
the -orridors of the State House, as in the lobby of the Augusta
House.
a t Principal Blaisdell's farm in Sid Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M
ney. and every year the troop a t
If I had my life to live again I
tends the annual jamboree in Au would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
gusta. Many hikes arc taken Sat least once a week The loas of these
Is a loss of happiness —Charles
urdays to the troop camp, and tastes
Darwin
there's always a good attendance
EPILOGUE TO ASOLANDO
a t the weekly scout meetings at
m idnight In th e silence of th e
troop headquarters. Their "good At thesleep-tim
e.
turns" take varied forms, the one
W hen vou set your fannies free.
Will they pass to where—by death.
for last month being the packing
fools think. Imprisoned—
and distributing of Christmas boxes Low he lies who o n c e so loved you,
whom you loved so.
containing groceries and vegetables
P ity me?
to the deserving.
Oh. to love so. be so loved, yet so
m istaken!
The proceeds of this Sample Fair
W hat had I on earth to do
will be used to defray expenses In W ith the slothful, w ith the mawkish,
the unmanly?
volved in making four Baker tents, Like the
aimless, helpless, hopeless, did
I drivel
registering the troop for another
B ein g —who?
year, and for Boy's Life Magazine.
never turned his back Ibut
Mr Chick who devotes much time O ne who
marched breast forward.
Never
doubted
clouds would break.
to the troop, has served scouting
Never dreamed, thou gh right were
as a scoutmaster for the past ten
worsted, wrong would triumph.
fall to rise, are baHled to light
years, part of th a t time as a Dis Held we
better.
trict Commisioner. His success S leep to wake
with the Scout Circus at the Com | No. at noonday In th e bustle of m an's
work-time.
munity Building will be well re
G reet the unseen w ith a cheer!
membered, and it is hoped that citi Bid him forward, breast and back as
either should be,
zens of this section will show their “S triv e and thrive!" cry "Speed—fight
on.
fare ever
interest in the promotion of scout
There as here!”
ing by attending the Sample Fair
—Robert Browning
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By The Roving Reporter

“He looks a winner," writes Alton
Hall Blackington, who covered the
inauguration of Gov. Saltonstal).
Speaking of Senator Lodge. Alton
says: “H es a knockout in any
crowd." Alton also writes of a great
time a t the Mariner's Club in Fair
haven, Mass. Haddock chowder was
the feature of the menu, and each
man was allowed two pounds, pl'is
plenty of pilot bread. He had as his
guest Richard Hallett, the noted
Maine author, who, according to Al
ton, knocked 'em dead with stories
of his adventures before the mast.
“Stop writing about sour krout,"
pleads Alton, who says that he read
the Black Cat item and drooled so
that he had to mop up the floor.
Alton doesn't quite agree with me
that sugar improves krout. “I take
mine straight from the barrel." says
the Bay State's crack lecturer—"or
would if I could get any half as good
as Ed Dean's. Sugar does help
squash, and it's a strange tiring that
so few cooks use it at church sup
pers and banquets—up here, I mean."
I want to thank Alton's mother
(Mrs Fuller C. Blackington) for the
fine personal letter I received from
her. Blackington is a good old Rock
land name; I always want it on my
friendship list.
When the guests a t Stahl's
Tavern in Waldoboro get to feeling
a bit chesty over their Irish an 
cestry,
Landlord
Stahl
says:
"Oh. you're not so much, I have
kissed the blarney stone." And to
make matters more interesting he
did it upside down. He was a little
shaver, going deep sea with his
father. The latter would not per
m it him to make the somewhat
risky descent to the stone, so he
held the boy by the heels and low
ered him so that his lips could kiss
the stone. And Mrs. Stahl has
never been a bit jealous.
United States and Canada have
so much butter on hand that do
mestic consumers arc being asked
to use it Instead of butter substi
tutes.
Many of the avenues and streets
of the New York Worlds Fair 1939
have been named, it Is announced
by Grover A. Whalen. President of
the Fair. "Petticoat Lane" runs be
tween the Textile Building and the
one devoted to women’s apparel.
“Fireside Row" reaches along the
extensive facade of the Home Fur
nishings Building. "The Street of
Wings" leads to the Aviation Build
ing. and "The Street of Wheels" to
th e railroad and motor section.
Material value of a columnist's
word Is Illustrated by the avowed
boost to the slipping Stork Club in
New York when Walter Winchell
referred to it as ‘The New Yorklest place in town." Out of the red
into the black was the direct re
sult of the casual reference and
a grateful proprietor does not for
get—Walter Winchell can have
everything in that night club except
a check.
New styles, improvements, inno
vations on every hand; but has any
thing been invented to take the
place of the old fashioned "creep
ers" on a slippery day?
The name of Charles Caruso
should have been included in the list
of old barbers.
"You left out one brook." said O.
B Brown, referring to the list of
popular skating resorts. He had
reference to "Tinncy's" brook, which
runs between Limerock street and
Lindsey. This was oversight rather
than modesty, for it so happens that
this brook bears my schoolboy nick
name.
One year ago: Hcmer E. Robinson
and M. R. Pillsbury were elected
presidents of the First National
Bank of Rockland, and the Knox
Trust Company, respectively.—Wil
liam O. Miller 86. a native of Thom
aston. was scalded fatally in Bre
m en—Answering many calls to say
that he did not know where the fire
was Chief of Police Arthur D. Fish
learned that it was his own house.
—Herbert W. Keep was elected presi
dent of Knox Hospital.
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MRS. EDNA L. STROUT
Edna L„ wife of Harris L. Strcut
of South Portland who died Friday
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single track whose destination w as: 1(11 *ler frlenc,ly nature and fine
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o clock. Piease take prizes for beano. well managed corporations.
Association of the bank eliminating ‘R” Captain Ernest C. Pales ‘R’’ the department where they sell ! sportsmanship, the latter quality
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The First National Bank of Rock all provisions pertaining to preferred and Colonel Luke S. Davis “R" in Diesel engines.
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the
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latdy Addie M Brown. Battalion | capable of accommodating 25 ppasu s-i^
I1 * 1*' Llizabetli Halm Burial was
___
___________________________
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Captain
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comfortably.
in South Portland.
Congregational vestry.
______________________________ ‘ liff. captain of the council; John A.
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and
Colonel
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boat
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an
oak
frame
and
Glover,
Edward
C.
Payson.
Joseph
Directors—Charles
H
Berry.
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In High Sch ool gymnasium.
The Universalist Mission Circle ,Stevens- steward and Leroy C hatto'
W Robinson, Homer E. Robinson. Cre.ghton, M. R. Pillsbury. Charles Davis *R" installed the Ladies of | cedar planking with a pilot house January Clearance Sale to reduce
meets in the vestry at 2 Wedne.w' chaplain.
Fed’eral butter will be distributed
’and cabin forward and a canopy 'lock before re-decorating. ThursWilliam Sansom. Philip L. Smith and E. Starrett. Earle McIntosh. Elmer the Auxiliary
to WP.A. workers Wednesday, and day afternoon for sewing; followed , King Solomon's Temple Chapter. William D. Talbot.
President, Ws- Florence I. Hav over the cockpit. Toilet a c c o m -08^' Friday. Saturday, Jan. 12. 13.
B. Crcckett, A. C. McLoon and Alby a supper at 6.
ener; vice president, Mrs. Constance modations will also be provided, i “ntl 14 Alfreda Perry, 7 Limerock
to other workers Thursday.
The business of the bank for the fred C. Hccking. Morris B. Perry,
R.A.M., has elected these officers:
E. MacPhail; secretary. Miss Doris The craft will be painted white, but St —adv.
year
1938
was
satisfactory
and
the
Because
of
the
extreme
depression
High Priest, Roland O. Rackliff;
A Sunday night call from Box 33 The ice-breaker Kickapoo stopped King, George W. Oay; Scribe. M ar results were gratifying. During the which marked the first half of the V. Hyler; treasurer, Mrs. F. Helen nobody knows the name except Foy.
took the lire department to W harf off at Bath on her trip to Rockland tin S. Graves; Capt. of the Host, year the remaining outstanding pre- year, the bank's business was sllght- Paladino; officer of day, Captain himself.
street where an unused shed was and was immediately impressed in Harry H. Hanscom; Principal So ferred stock was retired and the sur- ly under that of 1937. although pros- Milton V. Rollins "R”; officer of The expected 15-knot speed will
to service. The news reports indi journer, William H. Blake; chaplain, plus increased by the amount of the perous on the whole.
in flames. No damage.
guard, Col. Luke S. Davis “R”; aide enable him to come to Rock
cate that she had plenty of work Leroy A. Chatto; treasurer. Homer preferred paid off. The capital
Deposits reached a new high peak. to president, Mrs Addie M Brown; land in around 50 minutes, instead
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will there—some of it quite hazardous.
The Christmas Club was larger chaplain, Mrs. Susie Davis; sentry, of the 80 minutes required by his
E. Robinson; secretary, James E. structure as of Dec. 31, 1938. is as
serve a Circle supper at 6 tftlock
than on the previous year, and bids . Captain Nestor 8. Brown "R aides present boat.
Stevens; Royal Arch Captain. Gerald follows:
Thursday with Nellie Hall as chair
The Rockland High School bas E. McPhee; 3d Veil. Allan B. BorCommon stock, $125,000; surplus, fair to show another increase thus to vice president, Mrs. Annie F
man The public is invited. The ketball teams leave the home
$177,000;
undivided profits, $43 960 33; year. The $5 a week plan is becom Aylward and Mrs. Nina H. Davis;
Harrison C. Lyseth of the Stare
gerson; 2d Veil, Carleton E. Morse;
business session will be at 7.30. *
grounds twice this week, playing in 1st Veil, Robert E. Pendleton; sen total. $345,960.33
aide to past president. Mrs. Flor Department of Education will be
ing increasingly popular.
Camden tonight and in Newcastle tinel, Alfred E. Church.
ence G. Lovejoy.
guest speaker at the Baptist Men's
Miss Sadie Marcus of Stoning
(Lincoln Academy) Friday night.
This
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Brown's
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League meeting Jan. 19. His rather
ton Furniture Co. is attending the
Loyal fans will follow in tlieir wake
installation,
and
much
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is
due
Rockland
had
11
winners
in
tlie
staggering subject will be “The In
Chicago Furniture Show. From
her for the efficient manner in adequacy of Contemporaneous Prog
nation-wide Onward School Sup
there she will visit the factories at
which the installation was per nostications."
Huntley-HUl Post, V.F.W. forced plies Sale, conducted locally by E.
Grand Rapids. Mich., and take in
formed. Lady Mary A. Fales, of
B.
Crockett.
Lola
Libby.
Milton
to
seek
new
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through
the
the New York Furniture Show en
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Thomp
that the “vets" may have a building
son, Sandra Thompson, Ray-j
Elizabeth MacPhail and Albert +
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Camden of Freeman-Herrick Aux
mond Young and Elaine Achorn
The tanker Cimarron, first ship tlie Chief of Naval Operations, and MacPhail and recitation by CathFRED A . D E A N , C am den, Maine
iliary. United Spanish War VeterThe Jere N. Farnham Bible Class received monogramed pencils. H. I to be launched in the United States will presently proceed to Rockland erlne MacPhail were enjoyed. Re1
freshments
concluded
a
pleasant
ans, were Mr. and Mrs. Walter of the Littlefield Memorial Church S. Cline of Chicago who was j
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+
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Ella Hyland. Mrs. Hyland as de- night's meeting, and a jolly time it the 3000 stores wrote a personal ] program, left the ways Saturday, at
from
Camden.
+
The Cimarron and her sister
<•
—
it
partment senior vice president was ! was, with a nicely concocted oyster letter to Mr. Crockett compliment the yards of the Sun Shipbuilding ships have a sustained sea speed,
Buyers from all over the world.
Free open listing.
At V. A. Leach's store a new , +
the installing officer.
j stew, frosted cake, coffee, etc. to ing the calibre of the Rockland and Dry Dock Company, Chester. fully loaded with 150.000 barrels of
♦
FARMS, HOMES. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
spring line of better dresses has ar ♦
------I put the members in high good liu- contest papers.
2*&4’&8‘A'12‘
?
oil. of 16'i knots. They are of apPenn.
One of the finest motion pictures mor
cjass
a taiented qUmrived just in time for tlie clearance
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Cimarron
and
a
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ship
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16.300
tons
deadweight
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Tlie guest speaker last night a t
tver made is being shown a t the
(injstrumental and vocal)
sale lasting all this week —adv.
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to be launched later, have been sold and 525 feet long.
Strand Theatre today, auu
w w
aner Griffin
and toWalter
ariffin. Mervyn Flanders. the Kiwanis meeting was "Bill'’
They are powered with engines
morrow. Tlie title of this great Ralph Choate and Arthur Crock Hayes a scout for the Boston Bees to the United States Navy.
developing
12.800 horse power, ail
These
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ships
and
10
others
feature is “Sweethearts” all in ett. and its four selections were who took for his subject “Baseball
increase
of
more than 300 percent
now
building
are
among
the
larg
technicolor with Jeanette Mac- highly pleasing. Frank A. Winslow As A Professional Career." An imDonald and Nelson Eddy. Victor madp h u iniUal appearance in this porUnt fact developed by the speak- est tankers in the world, and were over the ordinary commercial tank
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Herberfs music Ls played and sung church
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speaker dehver. er
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------------------w9s ------------that out of--23.500
young men built for tlie account of tlie Stan
throughout the performance. Packed ing for tlie 56th time his first lec- who have engaged in professional dard Oil Company of New Jersey, power.
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houses are being had at every perw u h Pame
,p le baseball since its organization only with the Maritime Commission con
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on the status of the American
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Seven thousand youths were whom the class is named.
1one had any criminal record, prov
placed in private industry by the P' Chase “
of the class
The Cimarron will be christened j the urgent need for 20 ships of this
p
.Walter P. Griffin and Ralph ”P. | ‘ing that baseball furnishes a whole by Mrs. William D. Leahy, wife of type.
Junior Employment Offices through
some atmosphere free from criminal
■
out the Nation during the month of Conant were the committee in tendencies. At the conclusion of
November. In the State of Maine char£p la5t night.
It may not be generally known to
Folks over around the railroad
, his talk an open forum was held
Charles G. Hewett, State Director,
I during which Mr. Hayes answered ]Southend residents, but the old , station thought Gen Franco had f
BORN
repoits th a t for the period ending
] many interesting questions from tlie | building which served for so many |arrived Saturday but it was only
Bradford. Pa . Dec 3. to audience concerning the
national | years as the home of the Gen. Berry a derailed freight bumping into tlie
Dec 29. 1938 , 876 youths were being Mr.Hernen—At
and Mrs Richard Hcrnen iR u tli
given project employment. This Greenlaw, formerly of Stonington 1. a ' pastime.
1Engine Co., is to be demolished and landing station knocking a small
daughter—N ancy Helen
compares with 880 as of Dec. 15. Savage—At Bar Harbor, Jan. 1. to Mr
in place of th e 2’,4-story structure. (building cut of plumb.
and Mrs. C hase Savage lLuetla H olm es
High school aid is being granted formerly
n
ie
installation
of
Claremont
occupying
the entire corner, will be
-------of Sw ans Island), a dau gh ter
to 1.250 youths, and college and —Donna Theo
Commandery K. T. last night was erected a modern office and lubri- I 31ie new freight steamship CimRandolph—At Waldoboro. Jan. 5. :o
graduate aid to 1.045 under this Dr and Mrs A. Franklin Randolph, a very largely attended, and in every torium with a 15-foot ridge po’e 'neron will be brought to Rockland
daughter—Margaret
Anne
' Jan 23 for a o f triahi off thisP°r''
program.
way a complete success. Tlie in with two pumps in front.
Among those who have engaged resstalling
offier
was
Eminent
Sir
DIED
The Eastern Division Rifle Club
Shareholders of the Rockland , ervationa at the New Thorndike
James
A.
Richan,
assited
by
Emi
Hillsdale. N J.. Jan
held Its annual meeting Friday at 7. McGoldrick—At
Mabel O rbeton. wife of J, J M c- nent Sir Edward R. Veazie as grand Loan & Building Association a f ’tf J Hotel are Sir William Isherwood and
Goldrick
Interm
ent
in Achorn cem e
the local club room in the Odd Fel tery
marshal, and Sir Robert L. Sheaf, annual meeting last night, after Carl Kiltgaard.
lows building gand elected these
Kellev—At Chatham . Mass., Jan 8. as grand prelate. Vocal selections listening to a very satisfactory re- |
————
——————
E K elley son of Mr sn d Mrs.
officers for the coming year: Clif- John
John W K elley formerly of Spruce by Gladys St. Clair Heistad and or port of business for the past year,
foid E. Marshall, president; W. B. D Head, aged 10 years. 8 m onths. 21 davs chestral selections interspersed the elected as directors A. Judson Bird.
Ware—At U nion. Jan 8. Miss Eva E
Gray, vice president; Raymond Ware, aged 85 years. 2 m onths 23 davs. program delightfully. Dancing fol Putnam P. Bicknell, T. H. ChisFuneral
at 2 o'clock at th e
Sprowl, secretary and treasurer; Nazarene Tuesday
refreshments were I holm, Walter P. Conley, Charles H.
Church. Interm ent In fam ily lowed when
Two Leathers That Make the
lot.
Carl Griffith, executive officer. A
Under the leadership of Duff, Edward F. Glover, Harry O.
Lenfest—At Rockland. Jan 9. Edith served.
Feet Happy
vote of thanks was extended to the A Lenfest of Thom aston, aged 70 years. Robert A. Webster, as eminent Gurdy, J. Albert Jameson, J. Fred
7
m
onths.
8
days
Funeral
Thursday
retiring officers. Edward Chisholm, at 2 o'clock from Thomaeton M ethodist commander, the Commandery gets Knight, Walter H. Spear and LeHigh and L ow Shoes
Edward Dornan, Earl Bickmore and Church.
at
Trueworthy — At Brunswick, Jan 9. away to a fine start. The other of forest A. Thurston; and William F.
Robert C. Jewell, for their capable Ivan A Trueworthy, aged 68 years ficers are: Generalissimo. Harold L. Braun as auditor. The directors
Funeral
services
at
the
Burpee
Funeral
work during the past year. Plans home Wednesday at 2 p m
Rackliffe; Captain General. James met and organized, electing the fol
Time! The most precious thing in the life o f the average housewife — par
were made for the Maine State Rifle Burpee—At 8alem . Mass Jan 8. Isa E. Stevens; Senior Warden, Ray lowing officers for the ensuing yea-:
belle Bird, widow of Charles E Burpee,
and Pistol matches which are due to aged 76 years. 7 m onths, 4 days Funeral mond L. W atts; Junior Warden. President, J. Albert Jameson; vice
440 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
ticularly if she has small children. Modern electric appliances will give her
at 2 o'clock from Burpee fun eral
get under way this week and con today
Ralph U. Clark; prelate, Em. James president, Edward F. Glover; secre
home
4* It
more time — for rest, for leisure, and for the things she likes to do. Particu
tinue throughout the winter months. Foley—At Rockland. Jan. 7. Richard A. Richan; treasurer. Em. Arthur tary and treasurer. Harry O. Gurdy;
Foley, aged 64 years. 5 m onth s.
larly a modern electric washer will give her hours on hours o f new, untroubled
Six new members were welcomed into Joseph
5 days. Interm ent In St. Jam es C ath  F. Wisner; recorder. Em. Harry H. finance committee, J. Albert Jam e
cem etery. Thomaston
the club and a desire was expressed olicHerrick—At
leisure.
Camden. Jan 8. Byron Hanscom; standard bearer. Howard son, Walter H. Spear, Charles H.
Protect Y ou r Health
for more new members who are in- F Herrick, aged 77 years Funeral E. Crozier; sword bearer, Carlton Duff; attorney, Edward K. Gould.
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Tablets.
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CARD OF THANKS
WINDOW glass set and sold. Tel. I HARTLEY. Box 93, BANGOR, ME.
ready to welcome visitors any time. We wish to thank all the kind rela guards, Em. Axel E. Brunberg. Em.
745-W JOHN A KARL & CO opp. I
34
tives neighbors and friends for the
Park
Theatre.
4 '9 .
D o r m a n 's ice cream w ill f e a tu r e ?alu»blc assistance given to us dur- John A. Stevens, and Em. George L.
uorm ans ice erta m will ieature Ing our recent great sorrow to the m any St. Clair; military instructor, Em.
the desert of tomorrow night's roast y h0 sen t th e beautiful flowers to the
...
. .
. ..
funeral, to th e bearers, to th e Rev William T. Flint.
chicken supper at Littlefield Memo- Mr. Foote, to Charles E Sherm an.
rial
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c We to
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Delightful new ways to please
you.
cents. Public welcome, An auction
Orren E. Ames. Russell P Ames your family will be presented next
follows supper.
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Thursday a t the Central Maine
18 M o n th ly paym ent; o f a p p ro xi
CARD OF THANKS
Power Co. Cooking School a t U ni
I wlah to thank my neighbors and
m a te ly $2.85
The time is 2
friends for their kindness for 167 cards versalist vestry.
B E A N O T O N IG H T
and letters received during my recent o'clock, everybody is cordially in 
Illness
Kings'
Daughters.
Warren
7.30 o'clock
j
Congregational and Baptist Churches. vited and the food will be given
and George
A M E R IC A N L E G IO N
fMrs. Hannah Spear
__________
_ Teague away—adv.
nt n re s Twenty Regular Games; Abo Special
Games
Door Prize ily, Mrs. Oeorge Gray. Mrs Helen Hll3-zono washing — with R u bb er-tected surfaces.
Admission 25 Cents
!Sn;,Mr's EvelVf> Robtnson. Miss Marlon
G re y splash-proof porcelain tu b . Bar release, se lf
IH I
m

•»

JANUAR Y

1930

Effective Dec. 31 through popu
lar vote amongst our patrons the
evening show times will be at 7.30
every night. Please note care
fully . .. AU Single Evening Shows
Will Commence at 7.30. Matinees
on Saturdays. Sundays and holi
days at 2.30.

TALK O F THE TOW N

WILL BE TRIED HERE

£ arJ M oran’s “Fine Italian Hand” Seen In the Of MoIineaux Auxiliar>'
Com ing of M erchant Ships

E. A . STROUT REALTY AGENCY, INC.

♦

Kid and K angaroo

A M O IIEIK X t i m o s a v i n g E l e e l r i e W a s h e r

/<*/« y o u do / h e o th e r th in g * g o u LO Y E l

DORM AN’S

S p e c i a l T h is M o n t h

Thi* L ine E A S Y W A S H E R

O n ly

Fm q u a lity performance

2

ZWh

BURPEE'S

,rp. f 1Wallace also Mr and Mrs. George Hahn.
u Waldoboro. Mrs. Mary Godendorf. Della
and Marie Hayes. West Som erville.
Maes , and Mrs Mary Lockle. W ash
ington D. C.. for nice Christm as boxes;
also do I especially wish to thank Dr
Judson P. Lord, my nurses Mrs. Lila
Burrell, R N . and Mrs. Leroy Burns.
Union and Mr. and Mrs, John Teague
for m any acts of kindness and fa ith fu l
services rendered.
Mrs. Newell W. Eugley
Warren
•

M O R T IC IA N S
A m bulance S ervice
TELS. 390 AND 7S1-1
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

CARD OF APPRECIATION
As I am unable personally to ac
knowledge all of the 84 cards received
at Christm as time. I am >taking th is
way to say—such thoughtfulness m ade
me very happy—Thank you. old n eig h 
bors, friends, schoolm ates and teachers
of childhood days; also I am deeply
grateful to those who so generously'
remembered m e with gifts, letters and
cards during the long m onth s of m v
illness.
Mac B. Bowley

D &H Anthracite

3

x

f ]

s.

A m bulance Service
R U SSE L L
FU N E R A L HOME
9 CLAREMONT 8T. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

You need D&II Anlliracite—a quality fuel that gives
quality performance. DiK II Cone-Cleaned Anlliracite
is rigidly inaperled for purity —accurate airing —and
is packed with healing power. Place your order today!

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

519 M A IN ST R EE T,

reversing wringer.
EASY-nam el finish.

A

few

1938

B onderite,

models

CENTR
POW E

baked prim er and

a t g re a tly reduced prices.

C

A IN E

DMPANY

R O C K L A N D , ME.

D&H A N T H R A C IT E - T H E 5 P O IN T FEEL

PHONE FOR A DEMONSTRATION -

A b o v e M odel
O n ly $ 4 9 .9 5 Caah
NO OBLIGATION WHATEVER

E very-O ther-D ay

R o c k la n d C o u rier-G a z ette , T u e sd a y , J a n u a ry 10, 1939

P a g e Four
LONG C O V E

U N IO N

L IN C O L N V IL L E

O W L 'S _ H E A D

V a r ie t y o f M e ta ls M a r k
M a r r ia g e A n n iv e rs a rie s

Miss Alice Barton of Rockland
M a m m o th N e w Y o r k H o te l
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Nye and
Mrs. Edith M. Ames
Aina J. Elgland
Married couples who reach the
spent Saturday with Elizabeth St.
zx
zx
The death of Aina J. Elgland Jan. daughter Mae, accompanied b>
After an illness of 10 weeks. Edith happy time when they have been
Clair. Mrs. E. H. St. Clair enter
C e le b ra te s N in th B irth d a y
„ ,
.
. .
1Melvin Swift of Oardiner were re- M . wife of Orren E Ames and married 25 or 50 years celebrate
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
3 after a short Illness, brought pro.
tained a few neighbors Saturday
these two anniversaries as their
cent visitors at Mrs. Jennie MesCorrespondent
night nt cards. Those present were
found sorrow to the community.
Miss LUllan Q Mes-er re. mother of Russell P Ames died silver and their golden wedding, re
ft ft ft ft
Frank Young, Miss Bertha McIn
Mrs. Elgland was born a t Alastaro ! lurned with them to spend the Tuesday at her home in this town. spectively. and the husband is sup
tosh, Mrs. C. E. Young. Charles
posed to give his Wife a present of
Tel. 27
She had been in failing health
Finland. May 26. 1884. daughter of weekend.
the metal named. Other metals
Ware. Mrs. Leland Perry and
Mrs. Augusta Mink is ill with since Oct. 25 when she fell and suf are deemed suitable for lesser anni
Gustaf and Pinni Jyrkkio. In 1905
daughter.
Berniece, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Coogan of
grippe.
fered a fractured right hip. She versaries; the longer the length of
M. E. Scammon. Mr. St. Clair and
West Newton, Mass., have been she came to America. Sire was mar
There was a record breaking at was tenderly cared for by her hus time the mor» valuable the metal.
Warner St. Clair. Ice cream and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. B. ried to Matti Elgland at Rockport,
The first year's anniversary is the
tendance
Sunday at the Methodist band. son and lifelong friend Miss iron wedding, the fifth the copper,
cake were served.
Oct.
14.
1905.
To
this
union
were
Kirkpatrick.
born
two
children.
Sylvia,
who
died
Sunday
School
the
tenth
the
tin.
As
the
supply
of
Rhoades.
Mrs. F A. Levensaler and Miss
metals won't go round, other sub
in infancy and Wilho who survives. j The Brotherhood's gavel was
Edith E Levensaler were visitors
Mrs Ames was born in Islesboro. stances are chosen by those who
SO U TH HO PE
In
1909
the
family
moved
to
Long
manufactured
from
a
piece
of
solid
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
like tc celebrate almost every re
June
16.
1858
only
child
of
Capt.
Cove, where through her sunny dis- rose-wood discovered in the tool
James McNlff spent the holiday
Mrs Ralph Titus of South Eliot.
curring marriage date, observes a
position and cheerful personality chest of J. D. Thurston, and fash- Ambrose and Maria L Philbrook. writer in London Tit-Bits magazine.
week
in Massachusetts.
Frederick L. Burns. 77, of Malden,
she endeared herself to a host of ioned by Walter Burgess, while Carl a direct descendant in the ninth So we have paper for the second,
Mrs. H. A H art was guest of
a former resident of this town died
friends. Any worthwhile enterprise M ore of Rockland put the silver generation of Thomas Philbrook leather for the third, wool for the
relatives in Lowell, and Billerica.
in Malden, Jan.; 3. He was born In
seventh, and silk for the twelfth,
In the community found in her a ferule on it.
who came from Lincolnshire. Eng the fifteenth crystal and the twen
Mass., for a few days recently.
Rockland and was a stone-cutter
willing helper.
The Ladies .Aid will hold its all
by trade. His body was brought
land and settled in Watertown. tieth china, pearl and ruby for the
Elmer Hart who was a t home d u r
She was a member of the Finnish day meeting Friday in the vestry
thirtieth and fortieth, the diamond
here Saturday for burial in the Vil
ing a recent recess, has returned
Congregational Church, where she Dinner will be served at noon for Ma s., 1630. and in her paternal is the sixtieth anniversary, and the
lage Cemetery. Committal services
to the University of Maine Forestrygrandmother's family a distant ; piatinUm the rarely-reached seven
gave of her unceasing help for the those who wish to attend.
were conducted by the Odd Fellows
Camp at Princeton. Miss Annie
cousin
of
Gen.
Joseph
Warren
who
welfare of her beloved church. At
tieth.
The cast has been chosen for the
Lodge of Rockland of whi.rh he war
Hart has also returned to the U. of
Queen Victoria was, on one occa
the time of her death she was serv piay which the Epworth League will was killed at the battle of Bunker
a member. Mr. Burns is survived
M.. and Miss Charlotte Robbins to
sion,
asked
to
mark
the
seventieth
ing as church secretary.
produce when the Circuit League Is Hill. Her mother died when she wedding anniversary of two old sub
by two daughters Mrs. Charles Bent
Farmington Normal School.
was
six
months
old
and
she
was
The funeral services were held | entertained by the Church this
jects by conferring on them some
Jr. and Mrs. Cora Wolfe of Malden.
T. R Winston, Jr. is cutting cordfrom the home conducetd by Rev. month. The play "A Certain Just brought up in the family of her mark of royal favor. She refused,
wood
knd lumber on his lot a t Mt.
Mrs Mabel Mank has returned Samuel Nevala. Rev. Newell J.
paternal grandparents.
however, saying that she considered
Pleasant.
to Durham. N. H. after passing two Smith. Rev Alex Raitta. Tributes Man' is the story of a man clamour
She
attended
Castine
Normal
75 years the diamond period.
ing for admittance to heaven be
• • • a
weeks at her home here.
Not everyone agrees on the approin song were sung by Mrs. Alev cause in his own opinion he has School 1875-76. and for a number
Grange Installation
Mrs Hilda Somes has returned Raitta, Mrs. Victor Ruuska. and
always lived an upright, honour of years was a teacher in the local priate gift; many call the first anOfficers of South Hope Grange
from a visit in Boston with Mr. and Mrs. William Pirttinen. The large able life. He is taken back in order schools. She also lived in the fam- niversary cotton, the fifth, wooden;
were installed Wednesday night by
Mrs. Harold Parsons.
attendance and the many beautiful that he may review the last hour lly of the late John H. Curtis at ’ the Mteenth. copper. But all are
District Deputy Fred Maxey of So.
Camden as companion to Mrs Cur- agrced about allver and gold'
Wiwurna Chapter, O.E.S. meets flowers showed the esteem in which ; 0( ^is earthly life.
Warren and assistants. Alice Glidtis.
Her
father
Captain
Philbrook
---------------------tonight.
she was held by her friends. Burial ! .in the cast. .are:
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Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Maxey and
Leroy
marshal, Norman Whitehlll. emblem
, n th e N o rth e rn S e c tio n
daughter. Christine and Isaac ant's Harbor. The bearers were Hunt. Janet Stephenson. Warner stead at Lincolnville Beach Nov
bearer. Clifford' Allen, regalia benr24.
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a
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Young of Thomaston were luncheon Emil Ruuska. Victor Ruuska. John Howard. Barbara Creighton. Edith
ey. Katherine Peabody, pianist, and
to
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were
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over,
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of
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guests Sunday of Mrs. Jennie Ben
Howard will take charge of prop1900-1910 she conducted a summer the South pole, whereas around the used in reproduction of World's Eair Trylon and Perisphere theme Ruby Allen, soloist.
Relatives from out of town here
ner.
• erties. Agnes Day. president of the boarding house there and was for North pole there is water or ice in Hotel New Yorker's Anniversary cake. First slice of cake, cut
The work was performed in a
by Ralph Hitz. Jr., son of famed hotel operator. Ralph llitz. is
Mrs. Fred Winchenbach is con to attend the funeral were Mr. and Epworth League will deliver the
many years the village dressmaker. surface at sea level. In general it handed to waitress who starts distribution of the pastry to the highly creditable manner and was
Mrs
Oiva
Ware
of
Portland,
i
Mrs.
|
fined to her home by illness.
speech of welcome to the visiting
Visitors were
She was married Nov. 5. 1883 to is colder at the South Polar region several hundred guests who crowded the lobby. Since the hotel's greatly enjoyed
than at the North Polar region, be lirst birthdav on January 1. 1931. fifteen year old Junior Hitz has present from South Warren, North
The Susannah Wesley Society Ware being a cousin) and Charles i League
Orren
E.
Ames
of
Lincolnville
who
cause of this greater elevation, both
will meet Thursday afternoon with Elgland of West Concord. N. H.
There was a large attendance at with one son Russell P. Ames, sur the average temperatures and the been cutting the birthday cake of the Hotel New Yorker, a unit of jWaren. Warren. Hope West Rock
The immediate relatives who sur
the National Hotel Management Company of which his father is
Mrs. Henry Crowell.
port and East Union Granges. The
vive are her husband, one son Wilho ! Pomona Orange Saturday and Mr vives Always of a kind and cheer- extreme temperatures being lower. president.
The Community Garden Club will
officers have been previously an
and daughter-in-law Linnea or f l o w ' s lecture was very much ful nature, she was the first to go I The area of Antarctica or the Antmeet Thursday night.
nounced. with the exception of Miss
to the assistance of any of her arctic regions is estimated at over
Long Cove and four sisters in Fin- €nj°>ed
a1'
John Whitcomb of Portland spent
Virginia Dunbar who was installed
land.
'I The grain elevator built 25 years neighbors in illness and trouble and 5.000.000 square miles, or equal to
th e weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Australia and Europe without Rus- j
as lecturer, taking the place of Mrs.
■ ---- ago by E. S. Pope & Son. after pass- many days and nights had she sia.
Ida Whitcomb
Irene Pushaw who resigned on ac
Miss Clara Oay of Boston is guest Augusta Pass?d the weekend at
**eral stages of fmosperity and nursed her ill neighbors. She was
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the
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The Bridge Club will meet Thurs
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!tureThe
amount
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material
obday night with Miss Marcia Blaney.
is the new master. Arthur J. Clark
bered and sadly missed in the vil human inhabitants and countless
Mrs. Ruth Castner was an Au were visitors Sunday in this com- tained from it would surprise the
land animals. Some of the largest grams to present them in a novel
was installed as secretary for his
munity.
■cleverest carpenter.
Three men lage where she had lived for over
and most valuable timber forests way is the "Jane Arden" series
gusta visitor Friday.
ninth term.
Roy Mack was a Rockland visitor working incessantly 30 days com- 60 years.
are north of this line, and not a few heard ever the NBC-Blue network
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wallingford
A fine supper was served, follow
The funeral was held at her home industries connected with lumber,
Monday
pleted the project. Wallace Griffin
weekdays. Already such celebrities
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Childs of
ing which an excellent program
1Thursday. Rev. Mr Foote of Bel- mining and fishing flourish. In the
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of
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has
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with
as Novelist Thyra Samter Winslow
Lewiston were guests Sunday of Mr.
was presented. One member who
Saturday from Revere. Mass . where
brother James Griffin while fast Baptist Church officiating, th e ' similar area in the southern hemi- the Duchess Carafa d'Andria. Bran
and Mrs. B G. Miller.
has been installed to the same
errangements being in charge of I »Phere* there is not a single per- don Peters and Walter Slezak. the ,
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a
manent
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nor
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being
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stars,
have
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office at least 25 successive terms,
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__-m. The many- 8Ie human animal larger than an been neard on the program All of
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beautiful
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were
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Mrs. Bertha Howes
plants of any kind. The sole indus serial, being written Into the story !
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hutchins
Archie Nickerson of Belfast has tokens of the love and esteem in try is whaling, carried on a few The plot ot the story deals with
and Mr and Mrs. Norman Farwell
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Jane's search for a big news yam tn
been appointed teacher of the which she was held. Some of the months of each year. Probably the mythical kingdom of Anderia
and daughter Norma of Lewiston
seventh and eighth grades filling flowers were, after the funeral, d is-’ less than 100 square miles of this and it is logical that she should
The Knights of Pythias and
were vistors Sunday a t Mrs. Roland
vast area are free from a perma meet celebrities In her daily work
the position recently vacated by tributed among the ill and shutins nent covering of ice.
Pythian Sisters ’-ill hold a private
Creamer's.
installation tonight. Supper will be
i Mrs. Mertie Messer. Mr. and Mrs. of the village. Her remains were
Mrs. E. M. Dudley of Portland is
placed in the receiving vault at
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* visitng her sister. Mrs. Fred Bums.
AnReiine Orr. network aotress shown
Maplewood cemetery, where inter
Bes ey apartment
Gibbon Roosts in Tree
Mr and Mrs. Ervin Pinkham and
above, has been made a permanent
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posture are more nearly like ours
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Mrs. Herbert Messer who was Carver. Arthur "Knowlton and Fred than are those of the other apes,
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his home-made instruments which
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from Thomaston Methodist Church. will be elected. The Brotherhood crotch in a tree, but unlike other
combined the effects of a harp,
Mass were in town Saturday to a t
k considering supporting a Boy- apes he clasps his knees after he
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which took four years to perfect.
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q( Dfmoc_ in which the gibbon drinks; he wets and his appearances at the Metro- ! pictures
the fur on the back of his hand and
parents, she and her sister. Miss racies' Everyone is invited to hear uses it as a drinking sponge.
politan Opera House in New York
City. The Tibbett tripping is be
Mary Ware had lived together.
the speaker who promises to be in- j
lieved to be unique in radio annals.
Deceased was of a quiet lovable structive. chaEengmg and in spir-'
Christian character, a faithful lr.g in a subject of widespread and :
Frogs Make Long Hops
Sonny Edwands. who plays "Wayne
worker and attendant at the Naz- timely concern.
Any ordinary frog can hop 18 Grubb" in "One Man's Family," re
Inches, but it takes a trained jumper cently won the National Oratorical
arene Church where funeral serv
to do better than 10 feet. For some Contest in Wooster, Ohio. The amaz
ices will be held Tuesday at 2
reason American frogs hop farther ing coincidence is that Minetta Ellen,
o'clock
than those of Europe, says the "Mother Barbour" of "One Man's
Miss Ware is survived by two
Washington Post. Usual training Family." won the same honor thirty
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methods are simply to make croak years ago.
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If Northwestern University stu
|eral nephews.
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a contest. An old one, the sport Tucker today, for it was his success I
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was especially popular in early at student dances that prompted him
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Western mining camps. Prospectors to give up the study of medicine lot ,
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often wagered thousands of dollars a musical career.
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D ipsy D oodlers

There are few more delightful ob
ject* of fireside furnishing than the
old pieces of brass and copper which
were originally an essential part of
the equipment of every fireplace.
The brass candlesticks and fireirons.
the copper kettle on the hob, the
trivet which kept the food hot before
the glowing coals, and the warming
pan hanging near-by ready to help
in driving away the chill.
The earliest warming pans of
which we know are of the Eliza
bethan period, writes Alice R. Rol
lins in the Los Angeles Times. These
have wrought-iron handles, the pan
for the coals being a sort of cradle
of oak stretchers forming
.
.a. . cage,
that Ume
held wee
the fln°d
hot e«m
cinders.
It is at
thFs
n?e, beaHnJ

Captain G rim es Introduces
V ariations In Island B ow l

VINAL HAVEN
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Interment was in Norton cemetery,
NORTH PO RT
bearers being Irving Fates, Clarence
H. Wales,. Albert Orff and Willis The engagement of Miss Heloise ,
Ready and Thomas Bird has been
Orff.
Surviving relatives are her hus announced a t a recent shower ten- ;
band; one sister, Mrs. Edith Ha- dered Mi s Ready at the home of
thorn of Thomaston; a niece, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mitchell. PresGertrude Jones and family oflents of every description were reStoneham, Mass.; two step-sisters, ceived. No date for the wedding
Mrs. Emily Co’unce and Mrs. E dna! has been announced.
Ellis and families of North Anson;
Schools opened Jan. 3 for the
an aged uncle, Rev. B. C. Went
winter term.
worth of St. Petersburg, Fla.; an
Funeral services were held Thurs
aunt, Mrs. O. R. Hunt of Fitchburg.
day for Edith <Philbrook). wife of
Mass.; and several cousins.
Having been endowed with a Orren Ames a t Lincolnville Beach.
friendly personality, it went out to The deceased was 81 and is sur
others in sympathy and under- vived by her husband and an only
standing. and now that this „ em. on, Russell P. Ames
plary life has come to its close, the
Mr. and Mrs Melvin Wood were
example and influence will live on. in Bangor on business recently
in memory. In the hearts of all who
Elmer Oxton has employment in
knew' her, and may the words of
Belfast for the winter.
one of her favorite passages, "I will
Mrs. Thelma Wood and Miss B ar
lift up mine eyes to the hilts, from
whence cometh my help" guide bara Higgins, home demonstration |
igent for Waldo County, were i n !
other lives as it did hers.
Thorndike Friday in the interest J
if 4-H Club work
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Mrs. Inez L. Fogertv
While the death of Mrs. Inez L.
MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
s c h o o l s , c lo s ed b v r w e w a r
Fogerty which occurred at her
, WHEK£. IN
ARE BEING RE O PE NE O W IT H
Correspondent
THE FACE
NEW CURRICULA WHICH M A K E
home Dec. 23. was not unexpected,
ing Match
6
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it
brought
deep
sorrow
to
the
com
COLLEGE, t e c h n i c a l a n o
The Christian Endeavor of Union
PROGRAM OF SOCIAL AND
A E LIG i OUS T R A IN IN G a r e
Those honking Ganders started Church is serving a public supper munity and to a wide circle of
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
g i v e n in t h e s e S C H O O L S .
off toward a bright and happy New in the vestry Thursday a t 6 o’clock. friends. Mrs. Fogerty had been a
IS BEING FOSTERED
Year last Monday night when they The proceeds are to be used to buy
great sufferer, at times, for many
socked the daylights out of the Jit- new hymn books for the Church.
teiy Skippers but everybody is hop Tickets may be secured from any years, but having an unusually
WOftKIAIG M E N S K O M LS L te A N .
mo ockn o w e l l in o s w it h a l e
ing that they will not follow up member of the Christian Endeavor. bright and cheerful disposition, she
C O N V ENIEN CES,ARE e u iL IO u r O F
the methods by which they induced
bore
her
suffering
with
patience
TAmE S - w iTHOUT BONO ISS U E S - «MO
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
RENTED TD WORKERS O0R S i BO A
victory to perch upon their banners.
MONTH/ MORE THAN 5 0 0 HAVE
and
was
an
inspiration
to
all
her
hold Its annual installation tonight.
BEEN B u i l t s o p a o /
For of all the weird wild and
associates.
Members
of
Marguerite
Chapter
woolly exhibitions of bowling ever
.staged in the old Cascade Alleys O E S . wishing a ticket for a guest She was born in this town, May
I'th a t show staged by the G anders.
the anmM installation Monday 22, 1870. youngest daughter of Sel
engraved arms white a text or took the cake,and the cake tin too.,
^ ta in it from Dorothy Thomas i dom D. and Jerusha iWentworth)
crudely worded motto frequently is It seemed as If every time the Gan- I Flavilla Anderson, Nina Christie, IHunt; and with the exception of a
Gregory.
a part of the handiwork on the lid. Iders rolled a ball down the alley Ida Libby or Eleanor
zxtn, v
j Ifcw years, her entire life was spent
Of a later date are those found bear the earth had the shivers and shook
Mrs. William Chilles has returned
ing patriotic or pious phrases and just enough to spill the pins over, from Knox Hospital. She was a c -lln lwr n a^ ve town where, for her
sometimes dated.
companled by her sister Mrs. Bessie many fine traits of character, she
Many warming pans were made white each time a Skipper shot one
York. During her stay in Rockland was always beloved and respected.
down,
old
Mother
Earth
was
as
in the early days of the Colonies.
steady
as
a
clock
and
apparently
j
Mrs. York was guest of Mrs. Carrie In April 1892 she was united in
As early as 1650, we read of copper
marriage to Nelson W Fogerty, also
being shipped to America, which all the pins were nailed down or . Gould.
A u to g ra p h G ir l
was used not only to make utensils had lead weights attached to them. j Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross went of this place, at the home of her
Mrs. Ida Flanders, who continued
for household use but also for such
sister, Mrs. Edith H athom ln
The worst offender for the Oan- i Friday to Boston.
.c
raise Silver Black Foxe after the
things as buttons, snuff and patch- ders was Der Captain Grimes who
Malden, Mass. Mrs. Fogerty was a
Mrs. Beulah Drew will be hostess
death of her husband several years
boxes, tea-caddies, buckles and
life long and loyal member of the
h»d his “dipsy doodle'' ball work Thursday to the Non Eaters.
ego, has sold the last of her breed
many other articles.
Methodist Episcopal Church, ever
ing
first,
fast
and
furious.
One
Warming pans were made of
ers. A New York firm has taken
Ladies of the G.A.R. elected of- working for its promotion and welbrass and copper. Circular in shape strike that Der Captain chalked fleers Friday night. One candidate | fare. and for many yeare ln her
these furs for a long time but of re
they were deep enough to hold hot down to his credit was made by
cent years the price has been so
cinders of coke or charcoal. The W W .he No. « pin and ,h ,„
«• < « « «
low scarcely any profit could be
long handles were of wood or iron. the others dipped and curtseyed i per was served by Pauline Smith, 1st. One of its officials and several
realized, prices now being about
Gladys Young, Joyce Ames and times president of the Ladies Aid.
These pans were made by country
for at least a full minute finally I
one-tenth of what they were 15
craftsmen who nevertheless showed
Bessie Polk.
the church has met with an irrepar
considerable skill in displaying the falling toward Der Captain as
years
ago.
Neil Calderwood left Monday for able loss. She was secretary of
beauty of the wood in the turned though he was the Great Mogul!
California.
At
Grand
View Grange Thursday
Achorn Grange for a long time. As
handles of beech and oak. In addi of Bowldom. who had but to com- '
James
Barton
is
attending
Graceeight
supper
was served by the
president
of
Norton
Cemetery
Asi
tion to those made of wood, others mand and they must obey. Several
young men of the Grange with Al
are of iron. These are mostly of a times during the evening the Skip- land colle’ e ln Iowa Thls comPar‘- sociation. ln which she was much
bert Robinson as chairman and
teter date and are of Dutch origim |
threatened to throw Der Cap- son scholarship table was recently interested, her executive ability was
the holidays ln Rockland and
le x A
1.d f l
n
rx n PVi m
rx m 0 A A
*
•
I .
a. a_ •
_________a. _ a
_, «» • - - P O R T CLYDE
The
lids
are
hammered zxv.
or achased
Donald Wood. George Stantial and
tain cut into a snowdrift if he per- sent his Parents Mr and Mrs James recognized and she had held the
Skowhegan
or engraved and the pierced work
' Charles Boynton assistants. At the
poltion for many years.
Mrs. Maud Stone and son Charles
is fine, mostly of a conventional sisted in his grand larceny, but the E Barton: Average 2 88: avera«e
meeting. Deputy C. E Heal assisted visited in Pleasant Point recently.
doughty Captain stood by his colors for class- 203: “ hilmum for gradu The death of her only daughter,
The development of a new local
character.
i by Mr . Edna Hfal as marshal, in
(red. with brown freckle ) and was ation. 150. Ranking of above stu- Clarice, which occurred April 19,
Tile library has reopened with anesthetic one injection of which
stalled these officers with impressive
still there when the smoke of battle dent from t0P of cIass- elght Mr 1908 brought a great sorrow into her
can stop pain for as much 3s two to
Mrs Maud Stone as librarian.
ceremony: Master. Robie Ames;
‘ C o a ls to N e w c a s tle ’ Is
cleared awav. Some of the other Barton reporte that hU graduation J ift and. for a time, she was
three weeks, was confirmed r?centMr. and Mrs Alfred Fuller. Mis-.
overseer. Earl Brown; lecturer.
ly by Dr. C. V Burt. New York city
U s e d ifl M a n y L an g u ag es Ganders seemed to be in cahoots from Vinal Haven Hlgn 8011001 hasj crushed, but her natural ability to
Laura Oxton: stewart. George S tan M. L. Lewis and Miss Elsie Lowell The new anesthetlr, "Necthe ol,"
Jovercome, combined with her strong
Newcastle, England, is located in with Lady Luck, but nobody had been a great help to him.
Annual Installation of officers of Christian faith and
tial: assistant stewart. Albert Rob left Monday for Arizona where they has been used mainly in rectal op
the center of a great coal producing the jnslde track Hke Der Captaln
fortitude,
Hall
was
absent
from
the
i
Valols
Commandery
K
T.
took'
region. In fact there are two cities 1_
inson; secretary. Louise Brown; will spend the winter.
brought her through and she was
erations and Its effect has be*n veri
in England by that name, both in
Schools reopened Jan. 6.
place Friday night. Past com- able to go on again.
treasurer, Albion Goodhue, chapfied in 194 operations on 181 per
coal-producing areas. But the ex- lineuP of the Skippers and this
t p . in
1lain, Carrie Wood; gate keeper.
Harland Hupper and family of sons.
Funeral services were conducted
pression carrying coals to New- might hate had something to do
Donald Wood; Ceres. Mary Ames; Glenmere are occupying the Alvah
castle” refers to the more popu- with the slump the Skippers found slalllp®
assisted b\ Past Com- by her pastor, Rev W. E. Lewis, a t ;
lous Newcastle-upon-Tyne, which ' themselves in, for Everett Libby. mander, O. C Lane as grand mar- the heme, well attended by rela- j Lucille Ball's striking beauty ad ‘Pomona, Ruth Brown; and Flora. Chadwick house for the winter.
The next
Wilfred Balano of Staten Island.
began to export coal as early as the j
. Ubbed for Gene readily ad- i5hal and past commander George tlves and friends who came to pay 1 mits of no disguise, consequently Annette Merrlthew
meeting will be .Jan 19 and the N Y„ is spending a few days at
Thirteenth century. Since Newcastle mlned he cou,d
— their la-t respects to one who was
Strachan.
as grand prelate. The
she is never able to dodge the auto
To relieve distress—rub
is in the coal-producing country, it ;
Iofficers: Commander, L. B. Dyer; so dear in life. The tokens of love J graph seekers, who spot her at third and fourth degrees will be the Balano homestead.
throat, chest, back with
would be unnecessary to carry coal ' sweater' “ was <>ulte a blt harder
generalissomo, O. V. Drew; captain and respect were many beautiful every turn. She is soon to appear ■-onferred.
Mrs. Addie Kelso who is ill. is be
there. Hence, “carrying coal to t0
his shoes.
ing cared for by Mrs. Burt Simmons.
Newcastle” means to do something
From the fever chart in Gene's general, Leroy Ames; senior war flowers, among them being a spray in “Beauty for the Asking." H< :e
V V A P O B U fl
Herman Simmons and son Herman
that is superfluous; to supply a need i case he is expected to report for den, Fernald Ames Junior warden. from the Ladies Aid also one from she is giving an autograph lor the READ THE COl'RIER-GAZETTE
USED BY 3 MOTHERS OUT OF 5
asking.
ADS
the
Variety
Club
of
North
Cushing.
have
returned
home
after
passing
already well supplied, and by ex- | duty On the line next Monday Curtis Webster; prelate. O C Lane;
tension, to throw away one's labor. rlght as sub rosa reports ,ndicate treasurer. Albert Carver; recorder
The expression is of Seventeenth ottv Llttlefleld has somethhing up c L- Boman; standard bearer?
century origin, or perhaps older.
George A
sword bearer. j.
But similar proverbs exist in many nls slee' e ocsiaes nis arm in tne
_
a a
languages. There is one in French way of a big feed, and if Gene gets E Snow, warder, A A, Peterson, |
about “carrying water to the river.” a sniff of that turkey—there. th e jguarasL Robert'. Alston j
Ancient Greece has one about tak-jturkey is out of the coop, when ■Roberts and Irving Fifleld. sentinel,!
ing owls to Athens—Athenian coins ’Scotty tried so hard to keep it IE ' M HaU
being stamped with the owl; an O ri-1_uiet
conducted in a very able and im
ental poet speaks of "importing pep-I
'
pressive manner, interspersed with
per into Hindustan;” and the R o-!
92 103 89—284 selections by Arey's orchestra.
m ans expressed the same idea in Go°-se Arey
Littlefield ......
81 76 100—257 DanclnB was also enjoyed. The
“ carrying wood to the forest."
27 j grand march with Sir Knights in
•Grimes .......
90 90
Shields ..........
95 98 116—309 ful1 re8alia was led b>' Pasl Com"
Bowler Hat Known as Derby
Sanborn .......
94 105 80—279 mander O. C. Lane and Mrs. Lane.
During intermission ice cream was
The bowler hat, known in this
country as the derby, got its Brit- ]
452 472 479 1403 served.
ish name through having first been :
Skippers
made more than 60 years ago by |
S W A N ’S IS L A N D
....... . 88 95 100—283
William Bowler of St. Swithin's lane j Skip Arey ............
IIA k lC T U A D k llT D
S k iin g e x p ert and d ire c to r of th e
to the design of a Norfolk farmer. !Libby
................. 74 81 77—232
d U V IS e S t ln N w I V lU K N k ll Mount W ashington (N .H .) S w iss Ski S ch o o l
The bowler or derby is popular in Peter on ............. 95 78 77—250 Forrest Stanley went Tuesday to
HUNDREDS OF SKIERS h avc made
Britain and has many adherents Dyer
................. 86 94 97—277 Rockland for medical treatment.
their debut to this fascinating winter
Adelbert Bridges has been in
here. The bowler is a symbol of Drew
96 80 105—281
sport under Hans Thorncr's expert guid
solidity. The high silk hat repre
Rockland on business recently.
ance. One skiing principle he stresses is:
sents lofty social standing. John
Russell Smith. Ruth Smith and
"Don't let your nerves get tense, keyed439 428 456 1323
Hetherington invented the "topper”
Richard Rising have resumed
up."
His advice to pupils: “ Pause regu
•Composer
“Dipsy
Doodle
Dandy.’’
in London some 140 years ago. When
studies at Rockland High School >
larly—let up —light up a Camel.”
he first wore it he was arrested for
after the holiday recess; and j
inciting a riot; the complaint was
Misses Irma Mor c and Velma
made that timid persons were W e ird C om edian,
frightened by its sheen. A century
Morse in Poitland.
C h ill W ills , N o w
ago a Frenchman, Antoine Gibus,
Arthur Torrey who was ill for'
contributed the opera hat spring.
several weeks, is able to be out ol ]
Seeks Screen Fam e
This is the only successful mechan
doers.
ical device in the hat business, and
1^1
the inventor's family receives roy
alties from it High hats are all
R A Z O R V IL L E
made by hand.
Mrs. Rose Boynton has moved to
the new house of her s on. Earl
‘Dog Days’ Originated In Egypt
Boynton, at Washington Mills
The period known as “Dog days”
Mrs. Willard Ci ark who has been!
has been known as such since the
Hi for several weeks, is receiving j
beginning of history and probably
treatment at Knox Hospital. May
originated in Egypt when the dog
was worshiped as a god. The Egyp
Hibbert is caring for her house,
tians watched each year for the
during Mrs. Clark's absence.
coming of an unusually bright,
Mr and Mrs. John Howard of
white star, much more luminous
Union were vi itors in town rethan any other. It heralded the
cently.
flooding of the Nite river after which
Arno Bartlett suffered a severe
came bounteous harvests. It never
shaking-up and other injuries in a
failed. Each year it appeared at
the proper time, bringing much hap
rerent automobile accident.
piness with its prophecy of plenty
Edith Overlock spent the holi
for the year to come. Because of
days with the John Howards in
its faithfulness they named it the
Union.
“dog star” (Sirius), known to as
tronomers as "Canis Majorius” un
doubtedly a tribute to the dog and
a compliment to the star.
Vinal H aven & Rockland
£x zx ?x

C a u g h t C o ld ?
V IC K S

S K IIN G IS E X C IT IN G IJ lB u t don’t let nerve tension spoil your f u n . . .

Steamboat Com pany
ROCKLAND

Teeth of the Dog

Every dog regardless of size or
breed has the same number of
teeth. Even in the Pekingese and
bulldog with their smashed-in faces,
though the teeth may be crowded,
crossed and crooked, there are al: ways 42 and they are always in the
same groups and locations. All have
four canine or fangs, two in each
Jaw, one in each corner with six in-"!
cisors or cutting teeth between
them, 18 premolars and eight mo1lars or grinders. The canine teeth
are the dog's weapons with which
he slashes his opponents and they
■also help the incisors tear the car
casses of his kill or large chunks
of meat.
WE BUY

O L AND
D SILVER
GOLD
Clarence E. D aniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

nggered.” aald Chill Wllla.
“That ef 1 stuck around town long
enough, mebba aomebody'd admire
to use me."
The elongated Mr Will*, who re
fuses to explain bit* odd first name,
plays George O'Brien's pal ln RKO
Radio's “Arizona Legion." and
hopea be la finally starting up the
ladder of film success.
Mr. Wills la of Texan origin and
has been a vaudevllllan. radio enter
tainer, night club singer, cowboy
musician and medicine-show artist,
and now la trying to win Him fame
iha hard way—getting to be a screen
comic by the Western route His
first role was In O'Brien's recent
"Lawless Valley," as a dumb deputy
sheriff. The part was not a la retone, but the audience yowled glee
fully whenever he appeared.

Read Down
Read Un
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 600
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland.
Lv. 1.30
122-tf

O ur A dvertising
Colum ns A r e
th e
M erchant’s
S h o w W in d o w s

“ AN ACCOUNTANTS WORK calls for
absolute accuracy,” says Mr. C. W.
McArthur. "T hat means concentra
tion, plenty o f nerve strain. My rule to
avoid tension is to ease off now and
then —to let up —light up a Camel."

EDDIE CANTOR-Atncrics's
g rea t com ic personality.
Each Monday evenir.R on the
Columbia Network. 7:30 pm
E.S.T., 9:30 pm C.S.T., 8:30
pm M .S.T ., 7:30 pm P.S.T.

DOROTHY LEWIS skates brilliantly at
the Hotel St. Regis, N. Y.,on a roomsize sheet of ice. She says: "W hirl
wind spins, turns are nerve straining.
I soothe nerve tension every chance
I get —I let up —light up a Camel."

BENNY QOODMAN-King of
Swing, and the world’s greatest
swing band—each Tuesday eve*
ning—Columbia Network. 9:30
pm E.S.T.. 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30
pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.

WHEN BUSY, STRENUOUS days put your nerves
on the spot, take a tip from the wire fox terrier
pictured here. Despite his almost humanly com
plex nerve system, he quickly halts to relax —to
case his nerves. So often, we humans ignore this
instinrtivt urge to break nerve tension. W e may
even take pride in our wilt to drive on, forgetting
that tiring nerves may soon be jittery nervet! Yet
the welfare of your nerves is really vital to suc
cess, happiness. Make it your pleasant rule to pause
regularly-to LET U P-LIG H T UP A CAMEL
Start today—add an extra measure of comfort to
your smoking with Camel’s finer, costlier tobaccos.

Sm okers find Camel’s Costlier Tobaccos are Soothing to the Nerves

SU N SET

THOM ASTON
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

E v c ry -O th e r-D ay
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P a g e Six

CAMDEN

Carrie Brown, who is employed in
A
A
A
A
✓ X /*s x'S XX
Bangor for the winter spent the
GILBERT HARMON
weekend at home.
Correspondent
Moses Annis of Rockland is pasA
A
A
A
✓ X A
X X XX
ing a few days with his brothers
Telephone 718
James Annis and Charlie Annis.
Edward Small of Waterville has
Twenty men attended the second
returned after a vacation visit with meeting of the Baptist Men's Forum
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snowden.
Sunday afternoon. Rev H. I. Holt
The Church Aid will meet Wed- of Rockport spoke on "The Jewish
nesday night with Florence Stin- , Question" and a lively discussion
son.
followed. Officers elected were:
Winifred Forcyth entertained President, Dr Raymond Tibbetts:
several friends nt a New Years Eve vice president. Rev. W. F Brown:
secretary-treasurer. Willis Stahl.
party.
Mr and Mrs P.J. Eaton and Another meeting is planned for
Gwendolyn Eaton were guests Sun- 'th e second Sunday in February.
day of the Clifford Eatons of StonFred Packard is seriously ill at
ington.
his home on Chestnut street.
The annual church business meet- I Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
ing was held Monday. These offi- meets Wednesday night at 7.30 An
cers were elected: Clerk. Thomas ' entertainment will follow the busl-.
Cole; treasurer. Margaret Gray; or- i r.ess session.
ganict. Ethel Eaton; trustee. Frank ! Funeral services for Edith Len- I
Lufkin; deacon. Dudley Selers; Sun- i rest, past worthy grand matron of 1
day School superintendent, P J. the Grand Chapter of Maine. O E S
Eaton; assistant, Margaret Gray. will be held Thursday at 2 o'clock 1
Officers of Christian Endeavor were from Thomaston Methodist Church, j
Dr. and Mrs. W L. Dickens. Law
elected thus: President. Margaret
Gray; vice president, Florence rence Dailey and Millie Chapman
attended the basketball games S a t - '
Stinson; treasurer. Thomas Cole.
There will be no church services urdav between Colby College and
Sunday mornings during January University of Maine at Orono.
dl* to the pastors vacation.
! Wednesday will be a busy day at
Fred Hosmer is confined to his j Megunticook Grange hall
The j
home by injuries resulting from a Circle meets in the afternoon, at the ,
faj
evening meeting of the G range.!
Mrs. Annie Eaton recently enter supper will be served at 6.15 fo l- ■
tained her daughter Mrs. Ralph lowed by degree work on a class o f !
Avery and children of Bangor aig° !candidates,
The MethodLst Ladies Aid will
two granddaughters and families of
meet at the parsonage Wednesday
Boston.
at 2 o'clock with Mrs Weston P
Vivian Lufkin has employment in
Holman as hostess.
Stonington
Harold H. Nash is ill at his home

H o lly w o o d P o o ls T a le n ts f o r A i r S h o w

ROCKPORT
xx
xx XX
o
XX X
X XX

LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
X X XX / X
XX XX XX

In E verybody’s Column

A lan

Advertisem ents in th is colum n
to exceed three lines Inserted once
25 cents, three tim es for 50 cents
ditional lin es five cen ts each for
time 10 cen ts for three times.
small words to a line.

n ot
for
Ad
one
Six

XX

Tel. 2229

: LOST A N D FOUND

Teachers of the Baptist Church
*
Miss Katherine Creighton and
FEMALE hound and pup lost: black I
School will meet Wednesday at 8
W R IT E S
guest. Jonathan French of Brain
mid tun
Finder please notify JACOB I
o'clock
for
study
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
NLWBERT. Rockport._________1
tree. Mass., and Brunswick, spent
Maud Carleton.
VEST found on iMaln S t neur N Y.
the weekend with Miss Creighton’s
Tailors. Apply NEW YORK TAILOR.
Henry
Tominski
has
returned
mother. Mrs. John Creighton.
|
_____________ 4 - l t l
from a two weeks' stay a t the paint
.
HAMILTON wrist watch lost near
Cause-We-Like-It 4-H Club meets
Hotel Rockland: reward.
Return to
ers' camp. Lake View, at Nobleboro
j HOTEL ROCKLAND._______
2*4
Wednesday night at the home of
in
company
with
the
Karl
painting
MAN'S H am ilton wrist watch losT.
the leader, Miss Margaret Hysom.
square green gold case, with part o f
crew of Rockland. Mrs. Tomin
leather strap: reward. L. J. WHITE
Dr. and Mrs. John Curtis enter
ski and daughters Arlene and Doris
304 Main S t . Tel 677
2 .4
tained at supper Saturday in honor
were
entertained
there
a
t
various
ol the birthday anniversary of Mrs.
A new serial of m ystery,
times during their stay.
Elmer Ingalls, other guests being
I
The Garden Club will meet to
a d v e n tu re and h o t- i
Mr. Ingalls. Miss Mildred Demmons.
«
night at the home of Mrs. Mary
Miss Dorothy Starrett and Miss
blooded shooting ip th e
Spear
for
its
annual
business
meet
Jane Miller. The guest of honor
UNFURNISHED apt. to let on. Talbot
cow coun.try . . . th e
ing and election of officers. Clar
Ave., heated. 2 bed rooms, large livin g
received gifts and an attractive
room, k itchenette, and bath. Excellent
ence
Day
of
the
University
of
tale-o
f
old
John
“
Red
birthday cake.
(closet space. Hardwood floors through 
Maine Extension Service will also
out Newly renovated. Apply to C. F.
H orse’’ Dunn, his b e a u 
The Parent-Teacher Association
i SNOW. 130 U nion St Tel 158.
1-tf
give an interesting talk
meets at the high school auditorium
SUNNY, heated room to let. modern;
t
i
f
u
l
n
ie
c
e
a
n
d
h
e
r
©
Owing to the storm Friday night
nrar business section; kitchen privilege
Thursday night.
Following the
j if desired
TEL 188-W____________ 4-6
rom ance with a shrewd
the meeting and rehearsal of Fred
business meeting Rev. Mr. Donald
ROOMS to let for middle-aged or
A. Norwood W.R.C. was omitted.
elderly people with or w ithout board
y o u n g cosy - p u n c h e r.
Perron Is to talk on “The Educa
88 CAMDEN ST
4 «lt
The
installation
of
officers
planned
tional System in the Philippines."
R un n in g in this paper.
| FOUR-room modern npartment to let
j
for
next
Friday
night
has
neces©
at 42 FULTON ST.
3-5
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cobb returned
j sarily been postponed.
FURNISHED restauran' with apart
Saturday from a two weeks' vaca
m ent to let. both $8 V. F. 8TUDLEY.
Everett Pitts returned Thursday
tion trip which included visits to
3-tf
D O N ' T M I S S I T ! 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154.
OR the first «ime, Hollywood's
[ to Boston, having spent a month
FURNISHED apartm ent to let, three
Saco and Boston.
foremost movie stars, producers,
r-o?
rooms. ba:h. lights, h o t water; n o
i here with his family.
Joel Milller. Oleason Cogan and
children. 23 CEDAR ST , Tel. 1148-J
directors, writers and technicians
3’5
are combining their efforts in pre
The Twentieth Century Club was
Winfield Brackett went Monday to
THREE and four room furnished
senting a weekly series of radio
entertained
Friday
afternoon
at
the
apartm ent to let, $13 and $16 m onthBoston to attend a business con
programs known as the “Screen
lights. water, garage. TEL. 1091-RK. I
i home of Mrs. George Lane. Mrs
Guild Show." All the great names
vention.
_
2 4I
! Edith Buzzell gave an interesting
of cinemaland and its talented peo
BARBER shop to let. fu lly equipped. I
Miss Anna Donohue has returned
ple behind the scenes are donating
low price 283 MAIN ST.. Tel. 11S4
' reading from the book "Borrowed
to Boston after a visit with her sis
__________________________________ 156-tf |
their services to this new enterprise
Time.
'
This
week
the
club
will
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart- I
free in the interest of the Motion
ters. Misses Mary Donohue and
m ents. 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs and
meet
a
t
the
home
of
Miss
Marion
Picture
Relief
Fund
for
the
aged
and
needy
of
the
industry.
The
celeb
Katherine Donohue.
down. Inquire II JAMES 8 T . city.
rities pictured here are only a few of those who will be identified with Weidman, with Mrs. Llnthel f ane
___ _____ ___________________ 1-lf I
Leslie Clark and Miss Hope Far
the Screen Guild Show” in months to come in its broadcasts over CBS
FURNISHED and unfurnished apts. I
STATE OF MAINE
as hostess.
on
Sundays
at
7:30
p.m.,
EST.
Pictured
are
(1)
Joan
Crawford;
(2)
In
Senate.
Ja
n
.
4.
1839
rington of Portland were weekend
tu let. w ith and w ith o u t bath. 12 KNOX
ORDERED the House concurring, S T . Tel 156-W
Ralph
Morgan,
president
of
the
Screen
Actor’s
Guild
and
Will
Hays,
The
attraction
at
the
local
gym1 tfI
guests of his sister Miss I^eila Clark.
movie czar; (3) Miriam Hopkins; (4) George Murphy, master of cere I nasium tonight will be a double- tlia: no bill for private or special leg
SMALL furnished house to let a t |
lalatlon
be
received
by
th
is
Legislature
monies; (5) Oscar Bradley, music director of the series and (6 ).Huntley
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton
at Melvin Heights.
Head near sa lt water; new I
! header game between the Bull after fo u r o'clock In the afternoon on Spruce
Thursday. February 2. 1939. excep t by garage. Idea! for year-around hom e; I
At the card party held at Me- j Gordtn, representing the Screen Actor’s Guild, and Constance Bennett,
who have been visiting Mrs.
caught by the camera as she signs for an appearance on the "Screen Dogs and Boothbay Tigers and the un an im ou s consent Ir. th e body I n , rent reasonable CALL 793-W 106-tf
John Creigliton and Mr. and
gunticook Grange hall Saturday
which It Is introduced, and fu rth er
;
apartm ent to let. heated.
Guild Show.”
j Bull Dogs and Rockland Amocos. That a n y bill for private or special 1 hotFOUR-room
water furnished a t 15 Summ er 8 t . l
night first prize went to Mrs. Luella j
Mrs. Edward Hellier of Rockland
A
A
A
A
legislation
which
shall
be
received
In
|
e X X X X X XX
Call
MRS
I'ROST
318 W ________ 144 t f |
The Rockport team will make their
body o f this Legislature by u n 
two weeks, returned to Ashburnham,
Tuttle; second. Mrs Emma Sim
cuts Mr and Mrs. Grover Stinson debut in flashy new uniforms of either
FOUR
room
apartm
ent to let, aH I
anim
ous
co
n
sen
t
after
four
o'clock
in
ALENA L. STARRETT
S T O N IN G T O N
Mass , to resume teaching duties.
mons; consolation. C. D. Wadsworth
Apply at CAMDEN and 1
afternoon 011 Thursday. February I modern.
Beatrice Robbins is employed at black and silver. Some fast play 2the1939,
Correspondent
ROCKLAND
WATER
CO..
Tel. 634
sh a ll be referred to th e Nine
The
Methodist
Lend-A-Hand
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Simpson, the Samuel Goss.' place.
"A new name to appear in the
A
A
A
A
tieth L egislature If u nanim ous consent
I-tfl
ing is expected in the contest with for
X X X X X X XX
Its reception is n ot given In the J
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Portland Maine School of Com Pendleton.
During the State Conference of i For the first school we have Agne.s Bickford. Damariscotta, and I of Westbury and Harmon Baldwin
Thursday afternoon of this week
• • • •
merce. She is now employed at
the
Maine Federation of Womens planned the following menu:
Dorothy Wiggin. Portland give the of Lynnbrook were ushers.
Porteous Mitchell & Braun in Port- j W.I.N. Club met Thursday night to draft plans for securing the new
A sign noticed recently in Miami.
Breaded Veal Cutlets
Clubs
held
the
latter
part
of
June
in
Seniors plenty of strength. The j Mrs. Doerr was educated in Rockland. Mr. Cole was graduated from I w ith Mrs. Clinton Barbour. First members.
"We re for heaven on earth so long
Escalloped Potatoes and peas
Rockland
a
large
percentage
of
the
Freshmen have turned out in large |and. Her hu'band Ls an alumnus
Mrs.
Thelma
Stanley,
guest
solo
Central High School and Colby Col- 1 Pr*s!e was awarded to Mrs. Leland
as we can have it."
Yale Beets
delegates representing all parts of
• • • •
numbers and present unusual com- ; Of Alexander Hamilton High School
lege in 1933. He is affiliated with the J Drinkwater. other prizes going to ist, sang the beautiful hymn “Gods
Cornflake Apple Dessert
petition. Aftpr clacs games, the and New York University—New
Leaders arise from emergencies, Maine visited Montpelier and
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity. He Mrs. Carl Freeman. Mrs. Herbert Tomorrrow," accompanied by Mrs.
Braised
Shortribs of Beef
thoroughly enjoyed the visit.
traditional Green and White teams York Times.
they
come
from
the
trained
and
C
urtis
and
traveling,
prize
to
Mrs.
Nellie
Magune.
is now teaching and coaching at
Pineapple Fruit Pudding
will be chosen from the girls a t
Rev. Mr. Person, of the Thomas alert in the ranks who are always July 24 the Artillery Company of
Walker High School in Liberty. No R alph Glendenning.
Coffee Pecan Ice Cream
Lynn.
Mass,
which
had
won
the
large and the title game played.
studying
and
working
a
little
more
ton Baptist Church, guest speaker,
plans for the wedding have been
Delightful new ways to please
Also we shall use three or four
Knox Trophy for two consecutive
nd
harder
than
the
average
They
Tonian
Circle
meets
tomorrow
at
C&ve
a
very
inspiring
talk
on
"Pray
announced.
your
family will be presented next
electric casseroles and will prepare
th e hotne of Mrs .Henry Clukey.
Without Ceasing." bringing out may wait but eventually are found 1years, in cempany with the Maine
A call was issued for pictures Thursday at the Central Maine
a
meal
in
each
one
Society Sons of the American Revosome very interesting points on the and fill their places.
Opportunity Class meets Thurs
The electric casserole is a small snapped by the students around Power Co. Cooking School at Uni
• »• •
Methebesec Club will meet F ri subject. He said in part that
i lution, paid tribute to Gen. Henry
the campus. These snapshots will versalist vestry. The time is 2
day night at 7.30 a t Mrs. Louise
day in the tower room with Mrs. praying was a common habit of Town Talk of Miami says, “Speed ! Kncx whose birthday fell on the fol appliance th a t can be used to great
be put in the “Green and White" o’clock, everybody is cordially in
Ingraham s.
advantage
by
the
Homemaker.
It
Eva Hellier, Mrs. Alice Jameson, people. Thousands of people every is the keynote lor 1939" and then lowing day. Rev. William Dawec
and work on the year book is in vited and the food will be given
M rs. Lilia Howes. Mrs. Dora Bird. day are offering prayer to some follows this injunction. “Go smart- j Veazie. Chaplain of the S.A.R.. pre- is not only used for casserole dishes
full sway. Last year the book un aw ay—adv.
Miss Evelyn Segal goes tomorrow
as
the
name
might
imply,
but
for
j sided during the program. The iniMrs. Louise Orbeton and Mrs. Ethel deity. The Moliammadens faithful j ly."
der the editorship of Rose Flana
to Baltimore to visit her sister. Mrs.
.
.
.
.
baking
beans,
pot
roast,
steamed
j pressive sight of the many uniLovejoy hostesses. Current events ly oiler prayer at stated times with
gan received special commendation
Benjamin Goldberg.
SAND IN YOUR SHOES
will be given by Mrs. Jane Beach, their faces towards Mecca
| lormed men grouped on the stately puddings, m eat loaf, as well as cook in a national contest in which year
The "11 you're up north in Indiana
ing
of
vegetables
and
cereals
In
colonial stairway will never be lotam i the leader, Mrs. E. F. Glover Hindus and Buddists play much M a im 1. Ohio or New York.
books of several hundred colleges
And a lon gin g -urges o'er you
Another of the {Mipular Masonic
■will use as her subject "Antique and often. A chaplain in the Army With a lorce that stops all work;
gotten by the many guests of that tlie last year or so a steamer a r were entered.
assemblies will be held in Temple
| I l you can thin k of nothing
Glass."
day. The following day, Gen. rangement has been added to tlie
Camps asked the soldiers "What ’ But vast reach of ocean blue.
hall, Rockland. Ja n . 12. with music
Of sunny skies and gleam ing sand.
Knox's birthday, was observed as in casserole giving us tlie equipment to
do you do in the stress of battle?"
air the whole day through —
by “O at” Dean and his Rhythm Boys.
Tlie recreation room, started by j
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Hayden of and with out exception, whether they Exotic
the past years. Gov. Lewis O. Bar- prepare a complete meal Tlie cas
If a strange nostalgia tells you
The committee will be Mr. and Mrs. Medford Hillside, Mass., are observ
| ‘Back to Florida you must wend'
serole is attached to any light sock last year's graduating classes, has H ere'll good a d v ic e for a w om an d u rin g In r
rows,
escorted
by
the
Thomaston
you have all the sym ptons
ch a n g e iu su ally fro m 38 to 52), w ho fear*
Harold Coomb' of Rockland. Mr ing their 63d marriage anniversary believed in Jesus Christ or r^ t they I Then
sh e'll lose h er ap fie a l to m en, w ho w orries
You've got sand In your sh oes, my , Company of Artillery, placed a bas et and has 'High” and "Low" speeds. been completed and put under a
said
"I
prayed."
A
recent
obsera b o u t hot Mashes, Iuhr of pep, dixsy spells,
friend."
and Mrs. Austin R ankin of Camden, Thursday. Both are 91. Mr. Hay
ket of flowers on the grave of the We merely turn to “High" to get up temporary monitor system of man- ups4-t nervea a n d m o o d y spella.
• • • •
vee
in
China
said
any
time
of
day
and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis of den was born in South Thomaston
J u s t get m ore fre s h a i r . M hrs. sleep am i if
a good, live steam, and then turn to Jagement. Students may now make
Extract from a boy's letter; “Al- i first Secretary of War. afterwards
you need a reliab le " W O M A N ’S ” to n ic tak*
Thomaston. Lunch a t intermission. and Mrs. Hayden in West Rockport, you could see hundreds going into
"Low"
to
complete
the
cooking.j
use
of
the
room
during
their
spare
L
y
d ia E. Pink ba in 'a V e g etab le C o m p o u n d ,
returning to Montpelier. The ana d e r«p«ri<jMy fur w om tn. I t helps N a tu re
Those not solicited kindly bring j Their address is 44 Emery street. the temples to pray. The wild and , most time to come home. We gave i nual meeting of the Association was , Eight percent of the heat is on the time. It is hoped that graduating m
build up p h y sical re s is ta n c e , th u s helps jiv e
savage peoples of the Phillipines a play at school called Hamlet'.
sandwiches.
classes in the future may find a m ore v iv a city »o e n jo y life a n d a ssist calm ' Medford Hillside. Mass.
in j jitte ry n erv es a n d , h ose d is tu rb in g s y m p 
pray constantly, but they pray to A lot of fathers and mothers came; held at "Montpelier" later in the sides and twentY Percent in the bot'
I forenoon. S everal speakers and i ,om’ giving us a good, even dis- suggestion for some gift to add to tomP *lnthk haatmo ’sftenis aWc c Eo ml lp a nWy OchRaTnHg e of life. <
>UTI1 trying.
The mid-winter conference of the
Browne Club meets Friday night Satan th at he will keep evil spirits although some of them had seen it 1band furnished an out-of-door pro- i ,ribution of heat.
the room's equipment.
before, they laughed just the same.”
Garden Club Federation of Maine a t the home of Mrs. Helen Knowl away from them.
• «• •
I gram during the afternoon. Many .
Some people think they have to
will take place on J a n . 20 and 21 ton. 21 Masonic street.
The
Daytona
Beach
News
Jour
people took advantage of the oppor
inform
God
about
affairs,
giving
at Hotel Eastland. Portland. Miss
nal
gives
this
list
of
typographical
tunity of inspecting the Memorial
much
detail
in
their
prayers.
The
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Frances M. Miner, head garden
errors for 1938: Each nursing babe on this day.
teacher at the Brooklyn Botanic Society of Methodist Church meets prayers of children are most beau
should have been trained to take
In September a large delegation
Garden, in Brooklyn. N. Y., will Thursday night at 7.30 in the ves tiful. They speak with confident
a battle a day. The following from the Red Crass Regional Con
trust
in
a
loving
Father.
The
aver
speak at all sessions. Mass Miner, a try. instead of Thursday afternoon.
age person doesn't have the right guests were incited to hear the mu ference held in Rockland visited
Smith College graduate, has worked
concept
of prayeit it Is not getting sical program. Mrs. K — will beat “Montpelier." Later in September
Junior
Hajmony
Club
meeting
with children in garden and nature
something
from God but getting to the organ a t the i mcert. Her waist while the British Society of Engischeduled
for
Thursday
night,
and
projects, and through her work at
God.
The
Christian doesn't have line joke was trimmed with magne- neers was touring the United States
th
e
food
sale,
which
was
to
have
the Brooklyn Botanic Garden as first
to
time
his
praying, can pray any tia p.pings. The public are warmly ; they were brought to Montpelier bv
been
held
Saturday,
has
been
post
assistant for the p ast eight years.
their host President Newell of the
and
every
where
in a constant spirit invested to come.
poned.
Is becoming nationally known. Her
• • • •
' Bath Iron Works.
Beside these
P R IC E S D R O P P E D T O D A R IN G B A R G A IN
of supplication.
work as head of th e Girl Scouts in
"So the Duke of Windsor Is not , group and hundreds of individual
Mrs. J. E. Passon who has been
The
next
meeting
will
be
Jan.
LEV ELS— M O S T TH RILLING SA LE O F
Elmira, N. Y., attracted wide atten
ill at her home on North Main street 20. at the home of th' Misses Young. to return to England for a visit to | gues over 203 school children have
» T H E ENTIRE Y E A R
tion, and last year she was chosen
has sufficiently recovered to be out Subject “Launching the Francis his mother, Queen Mary, and alone.' 1been conducted through the room.,
to make a national survey of junior
• • • •
of doors.
and the eager attention of even the
Millard Centennial", Mrs. Clara
garden work for th e National Recre
In 1783 the first successful hot
youngest of tlies- manifest the Inter
Emery, leader.
ation Association. “Training For
air balloon ascension was made in
Miss Goldie Grossman, who has
est shown today in things historical.
Junior Leadership" is the theme of been the guest of her brother. A.
France and rose 6.000 feet and
The treasurer's report showed an I
this year's conference. The business Alan Grossman, has returned to MT. P L E A S A N T V A L L E Y traveled l'-j miles.
W e h a v e gone the lim it in slashing prices for this e v e n t.
income from fee-, membership cues
•
•
•
*
sessions, guest speakers and com Boston.
and
sale
of
cards
of
$1500.
Added
to
Kenneth
Dean
has
six
choppers
Yes. it certnnly is a comforting
mittee conferences will stress th e
employed in cutting cordwood in thought and should be kept con this are gifts and income from tlie
educational values in nature projects
Mrs. Harry Gerrish entertained
the vicinity of Grassy Pond, also stantly in Mind, that the nation Home Industries Shop, bringing the
for boys and girls.
Sunday night at her home on Broad
several hired men assisting him i with over 130.000.000 men and wo total to about $1830. a good sum but
way in honor of her husband's birth
with hi? farm work. He has a large men still clings to the high ideals not enough to cover the average cost
day. Guests were Miss Ann Povich.
stock of cows and heifers and has I and principles of freedom for the of operating without appropriation
Mr and Mrs. Isidor Poust and Mr.
W ednesday Night Is
done considerable plowing for this individual, for love of country and that has been granted in the past
S om e in values to $ 2 9 .7 5 All our Better Grade co a ls
and Mrs. Joseph Dondis.
year's crops.
A W A R D N IT E , $175
lor regard for opinions of all who by the State Legislature. Therefor?.1
values to $ 6 5 .0 0
w hile they last
On The Screen
William F. Davis, game warden, ere honest in heart and loyal in it was voted to ask this Legislature !
Baraca Class will hold its monthly
to
grant
an
appropriation
and
the
meeting Wednesday at 7.30 a t the is recovering from a week's illness spirit.
“Sw ing S iste r , Swing”
following were appointed to draw tip
KEN MI'RRAV
vestry. Each member is asked to which confined him to his home.
the
resolution: Mis. Snow, president;
JOHNNY DOWNS
T.
E
McNamara
of
Rockland
has
take a curio. Mrs. Thelma Stanley
Edwin Libby Relief Corps beano
several men engaged in cutting series, six Thursdays at 2.15; good Alfred Strout. first vice president;
will be chairman.
TH UR SDA Y
| large beech cordwood on his prizes; capital prize at end of series and Arthur Elliot, custodian.
Mrs. Snow in her report for the
Meadow Mountain lot.
—adv.
‘Charlie C h an
F R IE N D S H IP
I Home Industries Shop reported the
A t H on olu lu ”
I receipts this year as being $937 98.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and G E O R G E S R IV E R R O A D
Never B efore Such V a lu es
w ith
S o m e in Fur Trim s
i with about $663 of this paid to con
daughter
Eda
were
holiday
dinner
SIDNEY TOLER
signees
of
articles
and
for
the
upkeep
Tlie devotional service will be
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur A
of the shop, thus showing tiie beneTODAY
held in the Church Thursday night.
Morse.
I fits to the people in the surround
CAMDEN
BELA LUGOSI
Paul Simmons with the aid of
in "WHITE ZOMBIE"
ing towns hy providing an outlet for
At V. A. Leach's store a new
Clarence Johnson, is making good
the sale of their handiwork. One
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
spring
line
of
better
dresses
has
ar
progress on his new house. Mr. |
BETTER
ONE GROUP OF
consignee
known the "The Do!l
JANUARY
11-12
rived
just
in
time
for
the
clearance
Johnson is spending the winter with
Dressmaker" has won much fame i
sale lasting all this week.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simmons.
Never again will you see sueli
and
praise for the beautiful ward- 1
Group to sell for
Silks, Wools. Crepes
values:
Llewellyn Oliver has resumed
robes
for
“Miss
Dollie."
It
was
voted
January
Clearance
Sale
to
reduce
TEL 409
teaching at the Broad Cove School
with
to conduct the shop another year
stock before re-decorating, Thurs
in Cushing after the holidays.
FRED MaeMURRAY
under the same conditions as during
day,
Friday.
Saturday.
Jan.
12.
13.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse
RAY MILLAND
the past year.
and
14.
Alfreda
Perry,
7
Limerock
and Mr. and Mrs. Chadwick dined
Mrs. Mabel Creighton of Thomas- '
S
t
—
adv.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. H. I
Value to $10.95
Values to $8.50
Some of these are New Sprint
Today and Tom orrow
ton
was elected hostess of Mont- i
New Shades—Niw Ptinls
While They Last
Lawry and daughter Eda.
Prints and Light Shades
pelier for another year with the
“S W E E T H E A R T S ”
Word has been received here o f :
In Technicolor
power
to choose Iter own assistants.
tlie death of Mrs. Lizzie Stone j
NEW SPRING
w ith
Prof.
Griffiths of Colby College lias
Weaver's husband, who died in a !
Just A Few O f T h e Bargains!
JEANETTE MaiDONAl.D
written
a
history
of
Gen.
Henry
j Portland hospital. Mrs. Weaver is 1
NEI.SON EDDY
Knox's children which lie lias of- !
1 .0 0 to 1.98 P o c k e tb o o k s ..........50
i a sister of Mrs. Nellie Sterling of
,
Icred as a gift to the Knox MeThurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Tc stimulate early buying
! this town, and formerly resided here
2 .9 8 Pajam as ................................. 97
j niorial Association to be sold by them
I for a number of years.
We are now comfortably
V a lu es to 1.98 S w e a te r s ............... 87
Ilf they care to have it pubiLslieJ. ,
Luther Wotton spent the weekend
located in our new home.
i
Another
gift
that
was
greatly
appre
V a lu es to 1.00 S w e a t e r s .............47
holiday from his Postoffice duties in
2 6 6 M AIN ST R E E T
ciated was 503 engraved facsimiles I
a STARS IN THE j Togas with his parents Mr. and
W o o l G loves and M it t e n s .......... 39
Over Vesper A. Lcaeh’s
of Lafayette's letter to Washington
Mrs. Albion Wotton.
YEAR’SGREATEST
Store
given by Tliccdore Johnson, presi
C otton F r o c k s ................................. 87
Edmund Wotton of Rockland has
dent of the Johnson Engraving Co.
HEART DRAMA! ' a business caller Thursday in this
L eatherette Jackets ................. 1.98
of Worcester, Mass., io be sold by ,
I community.
B lo u ses ............................................. 57
the Association.
too
Values to $12.95
! John Stevens and family spent
A tentative budget for the current
H A T S .............................5 0 and .97
I the holiday with his sister in WarSizes 12 to 52
year was accepted.
I ren.
MAPSARET
In .spite of inclement weather d u r
Miss Florence Carlton of Colby
ing the months of June and July
College
made
a
vacation
visit
a
t
Dr,
mclvvn
the year has been a successful one ,
and Mrs. Hahn’s.
,
YOUNG-DOUGLAS
and the attendance lias been up to
Mr. and Mrs. Rodman who have
This new shop, in the
the average. More annual mem
been in New York, have returned
heart of the shopping dis
berships
are urged. It Is through an
home.
trict, is for your conveni
Increase
in tlie.se sustaining mem
Id XT \ | SfranirsnajeFratetlou I
ence.
berships that the income for tlie
> /uSEuvi ' I C'*»»['«•> Boring*
Telephone the same. 122
upkeep of this beautiful Memorial

Service Of P rayer

OClETY

Met W ith Mrs. Snow

At Gorham Normal I

This And That

Free C ooking School

How Women
in Their 40’s
Can Attract Men

Coats Dresses Accessories

COATS

1 2 .9 5 to
3 9 .7 5

COMIQUE

SALE STARTS TH U R S D A Y
DRESSES

“M en W ith W ings”

DRESSES

J A N . 12

DRESSES

$2.00 $1.00 $5.00

IN NEW LOCATION

CRAWFORD
SULLAVAN

I

S880

Miss

X

_ _ ' Rockland
Tot. R«a
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.30
Continuous S at. 2.00 to 10.30

DRESSES

A lice Flanagan
Mgr.

LANE'S
COLD TABLETS

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

SKI SUITS, values to 1 2 .9 5 ................................................
SKI PANTS, valu es to 2 . 9 8 ..............................................
SKIRTS, values to 1 .9 8 ......................................................

to the memory of this illustrious
Revolutionary general can be as
sured.
Those in attendance were Mr. and
Mrs Alfred Strout, Mr. and Mrs
Arthur Elliot and Mrs. Mabel

2.57
100

C U T L E R ’S , In c .

i
FO LLO W U S A N D S A V E M O NEY
3 6 9 M A IN ST R E E T ,
R O C K LA N D , M AINE

A Trip To Panam a
As D escribed T w en ty-five
Years A fter O pening o f
the Canal
(By Robert Newell Si'son)
(Fourth Installment)
Motoring Roads of Panama
A very simple method of ascer
taining the direction of our travels
in Panama is to keep in mind that
because of the position of the
Canal Zone in relation to the ninth
degree cf latitude, we are headed
north when we motor over the
beautiful ribbon highway to Mad
den Dam, south across the cause
way to the Fortified Islands in the
Pacific, west across the mountains
to David and Costa Rica and east
to Chepo and South Aftterica.
The Madden Dam Road is built
of steel and cement and is as
smooth and rolling as our best loads
in the States for its entire SO-mile
length. It has been constructed
through beautiful virgin jungle a n t
ends abruptly far above the Cana!
on the Chagres River Hard and
soft wood trees crowd Its shoulders
and giant vines hang down over the
palm and fern growths close to the
ground. It is not at all uncommon
to glimpse a black panther streak
ing across it in a rippling motion
seeking the safety of the impenetra
ble jungles on the opposite side
This road is truly the most beau
tiful tropical highway in the world
The road south leads us across a
mammoth causeway, built with the
fill taken from Culebra Cut. to a
trio cf islands a few miles out in the
Pacific. These Islands are as well
fortified as they are picturesque
which gives one a sense of safety
as well as beauty. Sharks and
gigantic sea-monsters abound in
these waters and a common 'ig h t is
that of a great denizen of the deep
lifting its huge hulk into the air
shaking vigorously and then return
ing to his native haunts.
The road west takes us to the
Thatcher Ferry which transports us
to the North American side of the
Canal and we find ourselves on an
other ribbon highway which rolls
cut to the limts of the Canal Zone.
On out into the interior of Panama
we may travel through quaint na
tive villages of thatched-roofed huts
and lefty coccanut palms. Passing
over the range of the Bejuca Moun
tains we come upon the flat-table
land cf the Pacific watershed. For
eighty miles of this trip we pass
over a similar number of bridges
some built over chasms one-hun
dred feet in depth. This road winds
for three-hundred and eight miles
to the very borders of Co6ta Rica
and some day In the very near fu
ture will form a link in the great
Par.-American highway which will
connect North and South Americas
The road to the east of our new
home takes us to the little town of
Chepo. a distance of fifty miles and
it is here that the great Bavano
River flows from the Darien coun
try near the borders of the Republic
cf Columbia and South America
In cur future travels we shall
utilize these 500-odd miles of jungle
wonderland for our trips and tell
Interesting tales of the people we
meet and the places we see
There are but 14 miles of road on
the Atlantic Side, although thou
sand' of cars and a Ford Plant may
b? seen here.
(To be Continued)
Delightful new ways to please
your family will be presented next
Thursday at the Central Maine
Power Co. Cooking School a t Unlversallst vestry. The time is 2
o'clock, everybody is cordially In
vited and the food will be give.i
away.—adv.

New B eau ty

E very-O ther-D ay
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V enice, V is ite d by B la c k
P la g u e , M a d e Sacred V o w s

Venice, during the Middle ages,
was much exposed to the ravages
of the black plague, owing to its
commercial relationships with the
crowded and pestilence-stricken
towns of the Levant. Then, disease
was regarded as a divine visitation
and punishment; men met the dis
aster by vows and built churches
to some influential saint.
As the result of this practice, the
Adriatic coast is dotted with such
churches, recalls a writer in the Los
Angeles Times.
The famous Church of the Salute
celebrates the plague which came
to the city in 1630. One year after
Quebec was taken by the English
and while Winthrop was founding
the city of Boston. Venice was just
ending its fight with the black plague
which first invaded the city in 1575.
The people vowed that if God would
deliver the city the church would be
built and it later witnessed the end
of the plague and the fulfillment of
the vow.
The church was designed in the
Palladian style by Longhena. a pu
pil of Palladio, and is not ungraceful
in its proportions.
Almost every object of art that it
contains bears reference to the pes
tilence. Everywhere are pictures,
some showing Venice at the feet of
Our Lady imploring protection, oth
ers showing angels dispatching the
dark demons of disease.
M an y S o ld ie rs Lost W h e n
‘S u lta n a ’s’ B o ile r B urst

Quick's "Mississippi Steamboatin’ *' gives an account of the disas
ter to the steamboat Sultana on
April 27. 1865. This boat, built in
Cincinnati in 1863. had been com
mandeered by the federal authori
ties. She left New Orleans on April
21 and arrived at Vicksburg three
days later, to take on board, 1.965
Union soldiers and 35 federal of
ficers from the Confederate prisons
at Andersonville, Macon and Cahaba; in addition she carried two com
panies of infantry, bringing her pas
senger load up to 2,200 or more.
Most of these soldiers were from
Tennessee and Kentucky; some
were from Indiana. Michigan. Ohio.
Wisconsin. Illinois. Nebraska. Kan
sas and West Virginia. The boat
was greatly overcrowded.
On
April 26 she lay at Memphis, unload
ing sugar. Next day as she was
passing a group of islands, called
Paddy's Hen and Chickens, one of
her four boilers burst and she
caught fire. About 1,700 men lost
their lives, as the only way to reach
safety was by swimming or holding
on to floating wreckage.
The wreck drifted down the river
and finally sank. The boilers had
been reported to be in bad condition,
but orders were to patch them up as
best they could.
Get ‘Nose Fatigue’
Women sometimes complain that
the perfume they bought is inferior
because it has ’’lost its strength."
It isn’t as sharply fragrant as it was
when they first bought it. They
blame the manufacturer. They're
wrong. No one’s to blame but na
ture. It's a case of nose fatigue.
Your nose gets too accustomed to a
certain scent, and your sense of
smell doesn't react as sharply as it
did at first. The same thing hap
pens in the case of unpleasant odors.
A man working in an oil refinery
after awhile gets so used to the odor
that he is unconscious of i t This
“nose fatigue" is a headache to
the chemist-artist who evolves per
fumes. for his sense of smell must
be kept keen. When it isn't he blun
ders. When that happens, the only
thing to do is knock off work for a
few days, or even weeks.
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Hollywood — (Exclusive) — Mo- of nature faking there are degrees
tlon pictures would never be made , of Intensity. Water Is poured over
if the Aim industry had to rely on I dry ice to produce a slight haze. As
nature for special effects.
j the fog thickens a mineral oil is

Windstorms, thunder showers and added,
magnificent displays of lightning! With the<e secrets do you think
all come under the heading of the j you could reproduce the necessary
special effects department. When j changes required by a n ordinary
bright sunlight is wanted on a . story script?
..
.......... ... TWOTPMRRSgV:
cloudy day the special effects de
sEver sinne Joan Blondell and
partment is called upon.
Rain to most people is just water Warners came to the parting of the
falling and spoiling or turning the ways due to contract troubles, the
| back yard into a sea of mud. To a studio is planning a buildup of Jane
special effects man, rain is classi- Wyman as a successor to Miss
. , of R»nch 94
| fled The apparent mood of the Blondell in the hard-boiled chorus
annals
, i oho
W hen the
rain, the density of the fall, the be girl parts . . . Charlie Chaplin de
the naroe
name ot J
written, tnv
havior of the drops as they slant finitely confirms those early reports
w ill ap ?eat l°
finally
or fall straight to earth are cata of returning into active production
D unn
“ Red H orse
aS its proteclogued against th at time when the i shortly on “The Dictator" in which
Transportation facilities to South America have gone • long way since
H e tA
the turn of the century. Then the qulekeet route to South America was by
ral-atdepartment will be required to du he will be heard on the screen for
bold face
its gene
way of Europe, today such giant airliners, as thia Pan American-Grace
plicate Just such a storm at the the first time.
tor during ad' efS'' appeared. Y et
• • • •
Douglas DC-2, a fourteen passenger plane cruising at 170 miles per nour.
studio.
w h e n * « « ; ' r .'s c d b o , h ( t . e " d ’
The first person to crash into bring New York within four and one-half days of Buenos Aires. While
Precipitation (that's rain) comes
by sea. the Grace Line "Santa Lucia” has reduced the one-way sea trip
-R ed H « s e
P
in many forms within a sound the big movie money was Geraldine
from 62 days under sail to 19 days by steam.
Farrar,
opera
singer.
In
1914
Jesse
‘ "i ( “ eWi'hed p r i o n s - ) - ’ *
stage. It is sprayed out of pipes of
different sizes according to the type Lasky gave her $20 000 each for
three pictures and the contract
that remained my
of rain wanted.
included
servants, groceries, a mo-1
Since the adoption of talking pic
to the end.
*
u
tures a new silent wind machine tor car. and special tra in coach for
, “ R ed H orse, 01 M J •
had to be developed for the windy journey?.
The saga o
D unn lS an
Loretta
scenes. In addition lightning is "Kentucky'’ featuring
W b « > « and M
hiM ory
simulated with an open carbon arc Yeung. Richard Greene, and Walter
of as many as ten electrodes Brennan is a grand picture for
epochal c
K ingdom >’ »
by J O H N BARCLAY, H e a lin g Expert
mounted on either side of an ex lovers of the race track And be
o< the W e« . C
y t o a ij ,J g r eate»
aggerated pair of shears. An elec sides this it is photographed in
trician. garbed like a Martian with color. There is plenty of excite-!
D ra fts a n d C h im n e y s
protective clothing and a welder's ment. A 2'i Star-Llte picture
estern a'
mask swings the electrodes together
"The Girl Downstairs" brings
4. Flue p in e projecting into ch im 
roper draft is a necessity in
ney beyon d the v i l l gurfpee Instead
burning any kind of fuel. A
The resulting flash is blinding.
Franciska Gaal. Franchot Tone,
«.f being flush with the Inside of
draft
is
commonly
defined
as
air
the w all n earest the chimney op en in g .
Falling snow is perhaps one of W alter Connolly. Reginald Gardin- j
in motion. This action goes on
movieland's most publicized imita er. Rita Johnson and Reginald; twenty-four hours a day and its
limnejr Lower T han
tions of nature and there are few. Owen In a very light little story of' proper control is most impor
Surrounding Objects
tant
if
you
want
to
heat
your
'■ if
>
even outside of the industry, who do which mo't of the action takes
Ct^on T°P
not know that a brand of untoasted place in Switzerland. If you're a home economically and effi
<
» ■c ■
—-Loner
Mortar Ci
ciently.
/•x V
a * ’ *
and unbleached cornflakes serve the J follower of Tone or a lover of happy
IAH draft is controlled by
purpose.
ending stories you'll like this film. means of dampers. When we
Cracka in Bnckwork
want heat upstairs, we close
A 2 Star-Lite picture.
Joist Protruding Into
"Trade Winds" starring Fredric the check damper and open the
Chimney Keetncte Area
ashpit damper, making the air
Leakage Between Tiles
i epsom salts, brewed together by a March. Joan Bennett. Ralph Bel pass through the fuel bed. When
Chimney Too Short
Mr and Mrs Rufus McKay of special secret formula, is daubed on lamy. Ann Sothern. and Sidney we have sufficient heat, we close
ST. G E O R G E
Bnck
Wedged a t <
Port Clyde. N. S . are visiting their ( window panes to imitate frost. For j Blackmer is a good picture, but the ashpit damper and open the
check
dampei,
the
draft
then
b
y

Offeet Caoees D raft L o «
, heavier deposits of rime, paraffin | disappointing in some spots. It is passing the fuel bed, entering
Mrs Geneva Hall is visiting Mrs. daughter. Mrs. Almon Hall
Dirt and Soot Lodged
, too-much of a travelog. However the chimney directly.
Raymond Root and Mrs Jennie Hall
Mr ana Mrs. Chester Moreshead
added
in Corner
the
hit
of
the
picture
is
Ann
Soth
On
the
ground
where
the
shim
Many
faulty
drafts
are
caused
ir Washington D C.
of Portland were weekend guests of
Leake Around Pipe
by
chimney
troubles.
Here
are
Mr and Mrs T M Robinson and Fau tina Robinson. On return they mer and sparkle of snow is desired, ern. who practically walks away a few of the more common
Pip* Projects Into
Chimney
children. Violet Glover, and La- were accompanied by Miss Robin a raw and finely powdered gypsum with the picture in h e r few scenes variety:
- Sj — Opening Not Closed
Joan
Bennett
looks
like
Hedy
Lais
used.
For
fog
special
mist
mach
1.
Chimney
too
nnrrnw
or
too
low
vern of Ea t Rochester. N H were son.
'
In heipht. At times a decorative arch
“ leanout Done
Marr. A 2’s Star-Llte.
Rrro«R the chimney prevents the fire
weekend guests of Mr Robinson's
Mrs. 3-^mour Fuller went S a tu r ines are used. Even in this field
from p ettin g the proper draft
mother Mrs. Ella Robinson Other day to p Portland Hospital where
2. Dirt accumulation, broken hrieka.
Leaky flue pips snmetimee canard
or pieces of mortar In the ch im 
were: Master. W L. Robin on;
Mr. Citizen stepped into the mar- tile,
hr rust or careless joining of th e flue
members of the Robinson family she will receive treatment.
ney w ill cut down the draft
pipe se c tio n s Also caused by h a v in g
X Cracks In chimney will reduce
who joined the group Sunday were
The offi ers of St. George Grange , overseer, Alfred Kinney; steward, ket and ordered a pound of steak draft
two flue pip** connections w ith o u t
action.
□roper d am p ers in each.
(1 4 1
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rcbir.son and were fortunate in securing the ser- Eugene Rackliff; assistant steward, w hen it was thrown on the scale he
daughter Rachel of Tenants H ar vices of S tate Master F Ardine Frank Rackliff: gatekeeper. Albion nctlccd a large piecc of b o ^ therebor and Mr and Mrs Bernard Rob Richardson of Strong, for their in- j Kinney; lecturer, Marianne S-cograi2fBraraiamgjzrafafzizrzfzramaBfa«iBrefarargfareraramarargrgrar>
inson and son Raymond of Thom stallatlon Wednesday night. M ir lund; chaplain. Ella Robinson; in.
"Look here," said he to the clerk
aston.
Richardson assisted as marshal and treasurer Wilford Robinson; secre•'you're giving me a big piece of
Darold Hocking ha: resumed his Louise and Virginia Kinney as tary. Emma Kinney; Ceres. Lillian
bone!”
usudies at Colby College after spend aides The work was done in a Rackliff; Pomona Leola Robinson;
"Oh. no. you're paying for it!"
ing the holiday recess at his home. pleasing manner. Officers installed Flora. Carolena Robinson; lady assoftly
replied the clerk.
------------------------------------------ —
.-istant steward. Charlotte Caddy;
executive committee. James Riley
The firm that doesn't advertise
Refreshments were served
Is like a merry-go-round without
music furnished by Vinal's
music.
citestra.
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Uses of Non-Ferrous Metals
Seven of the twelve principal nonferrous metals used in steel are
derived chiefly from foreign coun
tries according to the American Iron
and Steel institute. The three prin
cipal uses of non-ferrous metals in
the manufacture of steel are; (1)
to assist in the chemical process of
steel manufacturing; (2) to give
special properties to alloy steels,
and (3) to serve as a corrosionresistant coating. The principal nonferrous metals used are aluminum,
chromium, cobalt, copper, lead,
manganese, molybdenum, nickel,
tin, tungsten, vanadium, and zinc.
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A CLEVELAND OHIO
LAO J IM G O T H IS
START IN VAUDEVILLE
HIS OHIO * U ’ CLASS
MATE . FOANK crumit

WAS A MEMBER OF
THE ACT.

STAR of the popular.

'ASKITBASKET'
SUPER-SUPEBSTITiOuS.

Clicked instantly
on his first (ano unPEhEARSED)SR0ADCA5I
-FHEORiGINAi/ASK-'EM'
and-tell- em' man. he
WAS FIRST ON THE AIR

With HOLLYWOOD NEWS.

HALF HOUC QUESTION A
ANSWER PROGRAM HEARD
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ONCSS

he alaavs plays the
'NOTRE DAME VICTORY
MARCH'SEFORE GOING
INTO THE STUCMO. EVEN
CHANGED HIS NAME TO ITS
PRESENT FORM SO IT WOULD
HAVE 13 LETTERS /

This Is a fine quality writing paper In grey .one or Ivorytone
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with
style A or B heading
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.

4 8 folded sh eets 5x8— 48 e n v e lo p e s 5 1-8x4 1-8
Canada’s Only Walled City
High up on Cape Diamond, over
looking the St. Lawrence seaway,
stand the time mellowed ramparts
of Canada’s only walled city. Tun
nels. secret passages and walls 20
feet thick and 30 feet high testify to
the early struggles of kings for the
city that cradled the civilization of
North America. The citadel, main
link in these strongholds, is entered
by a narrow roadway just inside the
walls near the St. Louis gate. In
side the grim walls is a series of 25
buildings and an expanse of 40 roll
ing acres.
How Alloys Are Produced
Alloys are produced by combining
two or more metals, usually by
melting them together. The combi
nation of different metals may be
made to increase specific chemical
or mechanical properties or to cre
ate properties not possessed by any
of the constituents. Steel is an alloy
of iron and carbon. Copper and
zinc are alloyed to make brass.
Nickel silver is a combination of
copper, nickel, and zinc, and bronze
is an alloy of copper, zinc, and tin.
A former New York model. Ethyl
Haworth la rated as one ot the
acreeu 8 most interesting newcom
ers The brunette beauty was dis
covered while modeling tor a New
York modiste Shp will make her
film debut in support of Fred As
taire auo Ginger Rogers In RKO
Radio studio's "Tho Castlee,”

Perfect for your own correspondence and ju st the thing for girts

$ 1 .0 0 postp aid
JIM IS An enthusiastic
hunter and fisherman...
KEEPS as many hunting

THE COURIER GAZETTE

DOGS AS P O S S IB L E H IS
HOBBY IS collecting clocks

RO CK LAND, M A IN E

FLORIDA

M I A M I ’S
P k ato i jr a t t Lise*

Ideal R esort H otel

S E T T IN G

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Booklet
on
Application
II. II. Mase
Manager

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenue
Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

June to
October
Hotel
Maselyn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. V.

F O R P A N A M E R IC A N C O N F E R E N C E

HIS year’s Pan American Con United States has been entertained
at the American Embassy in Miraflores. exclusive suburb of the capi
of the Kings” — a city built with tal. The main delegation trotn the
the gold looted from the palaces and United States arrived It Lima on
temples ot the Empire of the Incas, the Grace liner Santa Clara whlcb
and tor centuries seat ot the royal docked In Callao, port for Lima, two
viceroys who ruled most ot South days before the opening of the Con
America In the name of the Kings ference.
Anticipating a record breaking at
of Spain. The meetings of the Con
ference. which opened December tendance at the Conference elabo
9th, were held In the building rate preparations were made in
shown above, the Congressional Lima to accommodate'the visitors.
Building. It Is a new edifice which Two floors have been added to the
after having been left unfinished for beautiful Hotel Bolivar, the city's
several years has oeen rushed to most exclusive hostelry. A new re
completion for the Conference. It Is sort hotel. "Villa Los Angeles" has
located on the famous Plaza de la just been built outside the city and
Inqulslclon. whlcb ts also flanked by many of the Spanish-colonial build
Ings have been touched up for the
the House of the Inquisition.
The official delegation from the Conference.

ference was held In Lima, capital
T
of Peru, christened by Pizarro “City

ESCAPE
Are you letting business escape? Why not do what other
alert Roekland merchants do—catch more of It with The
Courier-Gazette Want Ads! Il's a simple way to get more
Customers at little cost. You'll be more than satisfied
with the results you get. Why not prove it for yourself!

Call 7 7 0 .

A sk For A n A d-T aker!

